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Abstract

Causal Analysis of Systematic Spatial Variation in Optical Lithography
by
Haolin Zhang

Doctorof Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and ComputerSciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Costas J. Spanos, Chair

The central theme of this thesis is the systematic analysis of the sources of variation in

optical lithography. Thiswork pursues datacollection and data analysis techniques thatare
xised to identify and modelthe various sources of variability in patterntransfer.
The first contribution of the thesis is that an automatic focus/exposure control method has

been proposed based on digitized SEM scan using statistical feature extraction and neural
network classification. Digitized CD-SEM traces are used to study die-to-die spatial
variation and wafer-to-wafer or lot-to-lot temporal variation, induced by focus/exposure

fluctuations for a 0.35 |Lim i-line process. Seventy-four perfect classification or ninety-six

percent ±5mJ match has been achieved for automatically detecting exposure, with la

prediction accuracy approximately equal to 1/18 of exposure window; forty perfect
classifications or ei^ty-three percent ± 0.1pm match has been achieved for automatic

detecting defocus settings, with la prediction accuracy approximately equal to 20% of

depth of focus window. This automatic focus/exposure control method canbe extended to
further extracting pattern profile information. Through intelligent data analysis techniques.

more process information can be obtained besides routine CD measurements, without

resorting to complicated modeling of the interaction of the electron beam with samples.

The work is of practical interest and research for implementation is being conducted in
industry.

The second contribution of this thesis is a new technique to measure full-field lens

aberrations using printed linewidth patterns. The basic concept of this method is that the

dependency of the linewidth on individual aberration terms can be approximated by a

Taylor series expansion about aberration fi*ee imaging. This approximation is valid, since
the aberration of a stateof the art lithography system is typically small. The expansion can

be conducted underdiffCTent process conditions. Therefore the aberrations canbe deduced

by means ofnumerical analysis. The experiment ofthis part ofwork utilizes electrical test
patterns for off-line analysis, combined with reticle measurements to decompose the
linewidth variability to the contributions of the optics, the reticle, the resist, and other
random sources for a 0.22 pm process using 248 nm DUV lithography. This data set

captures the spatial distribution ofCD variation across die as well as across wafer. It is
assumed that the deterministic within field variation is a major variation component,

which consumes a large portion ofthe error budget. Experimental results indicate that the
across wafer variation is at the order of 2.7nm; while across field variation is about 5.9nm

for isolated vertical feature for this standard 0.22pm process. Lens aberration residuals are

estimated to be one of the most important sources of the within field systematical spatial

variations. Generally all Zemikes have different saisitivity to linewidth under differs!
process settings, such as defocus. Certain aberration terms, such as Z3, Zg and Zn, have
been found having significant impact on linewidth under non-zero nominal defocus
settings. This aberration measurement method assumes an additive model ignoring
interaction between different terms. Aberrations have been extracted at 456 points through

exposure field using this method. Even thou^ the results obtained fi"om this method are
currently not satisfactory, we believe that this method has promise once more

sophisticated, full-profile measurements become widely available and a broader set of
feature types and orientations are measured under more varied process conditions. A
detailed erroranalysis and future improvement are presented.
The third contribution of the thesis is a compact formulation of the mask error factor.

Mask error magnification, as another important source of systematic spatial variation, has
been studied theoretically. The rigorous formulation of mask error factor has been derived
based on closed form aerial image calculation for coherent illumination condition. The
results agree very well with first principle simulation and experiment.

Professor Costas J. Spanos
Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The rapid growth of the IC industry, which has been seen in past decades and will
continue in the 21®^ century, is driven by demands for improved applications, including
data processing and communication with higher speed at a constant or lower cost [1.1].
In 1964 Gordon Moore observed that the market demand for functionality (bits,

transistors) doubles every 1.5 to 2 years [1.2][1.3]. As technology nodes have been
passed one by one in last 30 years, "Moore's Law" has been validated as a consistent
macro trend of successful leading-edge semiconductor products and companies.

However, as feature size decreases to 90nm nm and beyond for today's IC technology,
the semiconductor industry is facing increasingly difficult challenges. One of the

challenges is the overwhelming cost of research and development for each new
technology generation. For example, the total cost of a 300 mm wafer manufacturing
facility is more than $3 billion and the development of 193nm lithography is about $1
billion [1.4].

Therefore, in addition to implementation of next generation technologies, it is highly
desirable for the industry to push the existing technology to its full potential. Various
resolution enhancement techniques (RET), such as optical proximity correction, phase
shifting masks and off-axis illumination, have been commonly implemented to print

smaller features without migration to shorter wavelengths [1.5][1.6][1.7].

The RET approach, however, leads to dramatically smaller process windows
[1.8][1.9][1.10] that make process control an increasingly critical issue in maintaining
high yield. As the Intemational Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
indicated, the largest tolerable critical dimension (CD) variation is roughly one tenth of
the niinimiim printable linewidth. For example, the error budget for 180 nm technology
is only 18 nm. Considering that a wafer will typically go through approximately 400
processing steps before completion, we must identify the critical steps that consume
major portions of the error budget for the purpose of efficient process control. Therefore,
as the first step to effectively tighten the CD spread, one needs to imderstand and
accurately quantify the structure of the CD error, whether systematic or random, spatial
or temporal.

Temporal variability, such as wafer-to-wafer or lot-to-lot, is mainly caused by material

variation and process drifts, and it can be reduced by run-to-run or in-situ process
control. The manufacturing performance of semiconductor fabrication plants varies
significantly depending on whether an appropriate run-to-run or in-situ process control
approach is implemented, although there are great similarities in production equipment,

manufacturing processes and product produced [1.11]. A successful example [1.12] of
run-to-run and in-situ process control shows that 1 nm reduction in CD variation is
equivalent to 1 MHz chip speed improvement. This may be translated to an increase of

approximately $7.50 in the selling price of each chip.

In spite of the importance of reducing temporal random process variation, this work

proves that it is systematic spatial within-chip variation that is the major component of
overall CD variation. The first reason is that chip sizes are becoming larger and larger.

For example, today's DRAM chip area is as large as 438 mm^ and will continue to

increase by 12% a year, as shown in figure 1-1, in order to accommodate 59% more
components per year, required by "Moore's Law".

DRAM Chip Size (mm )
526

•

480

438
400

1999

2001

2003

2005

Figure 1-1 Chip size increases toaccommodate more functionality and higher performance

Secondly, previous work by Yu cf a/ [1.13] shows that CD variation is mostly attributed
to the lithography step, rather than other steps. Yu found that there is asigmficant spatial
periodic pattern ofCD distribution across wafer for I-line lithography. This suggests that
spatial variability is mainly systematic instead ofrandom. Thus process optimization or
layout engineering could compensate for this variation, once we are able to decompose
the variability into different sovirces and accurately model them.

1.2 Thesis Goals

The goal ofthis thesis is to find and classify the physical causes ofthe major sources of
variability in photolithography, by collecting and analyzing a large amount of
experimental data. As the first step to effectively ti^ten the CD spread, one needs to

understand and accurately quantify the structure of the CD error. Through statistical
analysis of experimental data, CD variation is decomposed into different components,

contrasting random error to systematic error, and temporal variation to spatial variation.
Spatial variation is further decomposed into different scales, such as across-field or
across-wafer. Once systematic spatial variation is identified and modeled, its underlying

physical causes are analyzed. The purpose is to find the important sources of major
systematic variation in DUV lithography patterning. In this way we canidentify efficient
process control schemes and other techniques, such as mask-based error correction, in
order to control and minimize the variability.

1.3 Challenge, Approach and Results
Various sources will contribute to final CD variations. As will be explained in the

following chapters, different categories of error component are caused by different error
sources. For example, illumination uniformity and flare may cause systematic CD
variation. But these are assumed to be generally small when comparing with lens and
reticle error. Their contributions to CD error are assumed to be insignificant and are

lumped into the random component. Field-to-field exposure dose change and leveling
error cause die-to-die variation and are generally random. Non-uniformity in film
deposition, resist coating, development and etching lead to across wafer variation. All
these factors, combined with metrology errors, make the CD variation analysis a big

challenge. Therefore it is necessary to repeatedly measure linewidth with high-density

spatial coverage to extract systematic CD variation within the field in order to relate it to

physical causes and accurately model it. CD-SEM is not adequate because it is relatively
slow when collecting the large amounts of data which is necessary for this study.
Meanwhile, the reliability of CD-SEM is also in doubt because the edge roughness of

the pattern degrades the repeatability of the measurement. On the other hand, electrical

linewidth measurement (ELM) has the advantage of high speed, is independent of

pattem profile and can offer sub-nanometer precision. ELM also has some limitations,

namely that it includes the confoimding variability of the plasma etch process, and that
the electrical profile is not the same as the physical profile.

From the study presented here, it is found that a major component of CD variation

appears within the exposure field. Across wafer variation is at the order of 2.7nm; while
across field variation is about 5.9 nm for a standard 0.22|Lim process. Experimental

results indicate that the systematic across-field linewidth variation (AFLV) mainly
comes fi*om lens aberrations, such as astigmatism, spherical, petzval, etc [1.17]. Reticle

error is an additional important source leading to systematic CD variation.

A new method has been proposed to quantitatively extract lens aberrations, which is
identified to be one of the most important sources of spatial variation. Magnification of
reticle error, as a second important variation source, has been formulated in a

straightforward manner. The thesis aims to lay groundwork for systematically
compensating error sources in order to increase manufacturing yield and product
performance. Specifically, the newly proposed full-field lens aberration measurement
technique is potentially useful for optical proximity correction (OPC) technology. If
local lens aberration information can be incorporated into this widely used resolution

enhancement treatment, it may improve OPC performance. This method of lens
aberration extraction is easy to implement without requiring additional processing or
metrology hardware. It is also helpful to evaluate the quality of lithography equipment.
Anal3^ical formulation ofmask error factor may also be helpful infinding the interaction
of local lens aberration with OPC patterns. It will also provide an insight into the
mechanism of mask error magnification and its relation withprocess settings.

This study is crucial in determining the levels of control needed and justified for 248 and
193nm technologies. The principles discovered mi^t also be of use in 157nm and EUV
technologies as well. It could also lead to off-line techniques for reticle/stepper matching
and mask engineering in order to reduce the variability in DUV lithography patterning.

Position-specific nonlinearity inpattem transfer for different features can also be obtained.
This information can then be used to systematically pre-modify mask design in order to

compensate the CD variationdue to lens aberration signature.

1.4 Summary
In summary, the objectives of causal analysis of lithography variability are three-fold:
major sources of variation need to be found; the underlying physical causes of these
major sources should be accurately characterized and modeled; the knowledge in
modeling the physical causes can be used in effectively reducing lithography variations.

1.5 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives the introduction, motivation and
overview of the thesis project. In chapter 2, the background of lithography variation is
explained. As the most critical step in semiconductor manufacturing, lithography
presents a lot of challenges in efficient process control. Different variation factors are
categorized and discussed. The basics of lens aberration theory are reviewed in this
chapter, followed by a brief discussion of mask error factor.

Focus and exposure dose are the basic controllable process settings in photolithography.

Fluctuations in these two process parameters are the important source in die-to-die
spatial variation as well as lot-to-lot temporal variations. The calibration of focus and

exposure dose setting is a common requirement in lithography. A CD-SEM based

focus/exposure control method is introduced in Chapter 3. This method utilizes
statistical data reduction to extract characteristic feature in digitized CD-SEM trace.

Then feed-forward neural network is used to classify the traces based on the focusexposure conditions of the samples.

Chapter 4 introduces the full-scale experiment for characterizing spatial linewidth
variation in lithography. The chapter starts with an experiment overview and
consideration of the metrology issue. The mask design for electrical linewidth
measurement (ELM) is explained. Wafer processing and electrical measurement setup
are then introduced. The measurement results have shown two indications. First, major

variation comes from within exposure field instead of across wafer. Second, the

variation is mostly systematic rather than random in nature. This observation suggests
that lens aberrations and mask errors are two important variation sources.

Chapter 5 introduces a technique to extract full-field lens aberration using printed
patterns in chapter 4. The basic concept of this method is that the dependency of
linewidth on individual aberration terms can be approximated by linearization around

zero. This approximation is valid, since the aberration of a state of the art lithography
system is typically small. The linearization can be conducted under different process
conditions. Therefore the aberrations can be deduced by means of numerical analysis.

The accuracy ofthis method depends on the quality of the resist model. In this chapter,
several numerical algorithms (Simplex, Powell and Simulated Annealing) are used to
extract resist parameters. The performance and other attributes of these algorithms are
studied and compared. The reliability of this aberration extraction method is also
dependent on the choice of the combination of aberration terms, as well as the process
conditions. Some important aberration terms may cause image distortion or shifting, but
have relatively small impact on linewidth. This is one of the limitations of this method.

At the end of this chapter, the criteria for selecting aberration terms and the impact on
the accuracy of the results are discussed.

Mask errors are one of the most important sources of systematic spatial lithography

variation. Chapter 6 introduces a method of formulating the mask error factor in a

straightforward way. First, the aerial image of a one-dimensional pattern is daived
under coherent illumination. Based on the closed form aerial image calculation, the

analytical expression of mask error factor is then derived. The results are compared to
first principle simulation and experiments. The formulation of the mask error factor is
helpful in theoretically understanding its physical cause and its relation with process
setting, so that the variation caused by mask errors can be controlled by selecting the

optimum process window. This knowledge is also useful in imderstanding the
interaction of mask errors and local lens aberrations.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with summary, discussion and future work. A promising

improvement of extracting lens aberration is to use the information of profile of printed
pattern instead of linewidth only. This approach is described in this chapter as future
work. Since one-dimensional profile measurement is available [1.14-1.16], the
remaining issue of this method is still precise resist modeling. Compared to the method
introduced in chapter 5, this improved method may be able to extract more aberration
terms with higher accuracy.
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Chapter 2
Background

The objective ofthis chapter is to review the background oflithography variation. As the
most critical step in semiconductor manufacturing, lithography presents a lot of
challenges in efficient process control. Different variation factors are categorized and
discussed. Since lens aberration and mask error magnification are two important

variation sources in lithography, the background of these two issues are introduced in

this chapter. The basics of lens aberration theory are reviewed in this chapter followed
by an introduction of previous works on measuring lens aberrations. Finally a brief
discussion ofmask error factor is given.

2.1 Sources of Variation in Optical Lithography
Lithography is perhaps the most important processing step in determining IC
performance. Because of economic factors as well as advances in optics and resist
materials, optical lithography in the near future will remain more practical than other
candidates, such as electron beam, extreme ultraviolet (EUV), and X-ray lithography
[2.1]. Several resolution enhancement techniques, including phase shift masks, off-axis
illumination, pupil filtering, and optical proximity correction, have extended the
resolution limits of optical lithography[2.18-2.28].
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There are many factors that contribute to the final variation of the printed pattern. First
of all, there may be material imperfections in the resist and in the wafer itself. These
factors include non-uniformity in resist coating and wafer substrate reflectivity and

topography. Secondly, variations also come fi-om errors due to equipment and
instrument-related effects, including the reticle and the exposure tool. The qualityof the
mask is critical since any deviation of mask CD firom the designed value will be

magnified by a factor called mask error factor (MEF) for features with a kl factor less
than 0.8. Lens aberrations and focus/dose fluctuations of lithography tools have a strong

influence on CD uniformity. Thirdly, process control in PEB, development and etching
will also affect the final CD variability. The relevant process parameters include PEB

temperature, time, plasma density, gas flow rates etc. Finally, disturbances in the
manufacturing environment such as amines and humidity are also a source of CD
variation in photolithography.
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Figure 2-1 Source of variation decomposition in semiconductor manufacturing
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An effective CD control approach requires a "divide and conquer" strategy, which

means it is necessary to decompose the overall CD variation into individual physical
causes and find the most important error sources. Then relevant control or compensation
techniques can be implemented.

Variation occurs across time and across space. Temporal variation, including wafer-to-

wafer and lot-to-lot, is mainly due to equipment drifting and long-term material

variability. It is reduced by real time, in situprocess monitoring, run-to-run or statistical

process control. Spatial variation manifests itself in different scales, such as intra-field,
die-to-die, and across wafer. Most spatial variation is systematic in nature. For example,
mask errors and lens aberrations cause a relatively static pattern of CD distribution

across the field. As will be demonstrated in chapter 4, systematic spatial variation is the

most important error component for 248 nm lithography and it is the focus of this work.
Die-to-die spatial variation is mainly attributed to random fluctuations of exposure dose
and defocus distance during the step-and-scan process. Chapter 3 will introduce an

efficient focus/exposure control method using pattern recogmtion techniques based on
SEM traces. Across wafer variation is generally caused by equipment non-umformity

and various physical effects such as thermal gradients in film d^osition, resist coating,
development and etching. Pattern dependent variation occurs mainly within the field.
Among this category are optical diffraction, process proximity effect, and micro-loading
in development as well as in etching.
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Figure 2-2 CD variation components at different scales

This work attempts to identify the major spatial systematic variation in optical

lithography. Lens aberrations and mask errors are of specialinterest in this analysis.
Other error sources may also cause systematic variation, but they are not the subjects of

this study. In I-line lithography for patterning 0.35 um features, it is found that the lack
of uniformity of local partial coherence is possibly a critical source leading to systematic
across field linewidth variation (AFLV). Borodovsky [2.43] published a research to

study the effect of this local illumination variation on exposure tool performance. He

observed a certain type of I-line stepper has significantly larger AFLV than another type

of I-line stepper. The only difference between these two machine types is the nominal
partial coherence, while all other settings are the same, including numerical aperture.
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best focus and exposure, as well as photoresist. He also found from simulation that

partial coherence would change the characteristics of linewidth vs. defocus dramatically.
These observations suggested that illumination may influence AFLV, because he

observed that other systematic causes, such as reticle error and aberration residual failed
to explain the larger AFLV for this particular type of stepper. Since proximity effects are
different under different partial coherence, he proposed a curve fitting method to

measure local effective partial coherence. The linewidths at various pitches are
measured at different field positions. Then the experimental proximity effect curve is

compared with simulated curves imder varying partial coherence, and the partial
coherence value at this position is obtained. It is foimd that the equipment with poorer
AFLV does have large variation of partial coherence across the field. It is also found that
vertical and horizontal features have different partial coherence even at the same field

location. It is explained by the author that this is mainly due to the lack of rotational
symmetry of the extended light source. In other words, the asymmetry of theli^t source
will cause the difference in partial coherence for features with different orientations.
However, since aberrations may compound the proximity effect curve under different

partial coherence, the difference inextracted partial coherence for vertical and horizontal
is possibly due to astigmatism to some extent.

AFLV has been a concern in terms of process control for quite a long time. This issue
becomes more of interest since it is known that systematic CD error is a sigmficant

fraction of the total linewidth error. Liu [2.44] et al reported a study of CD distribution
as function of field coordinates. It is found both reticles and steppers contribute to the

systematic AFLV for three different I-line exposure tools. After removing reticle errors,
the systematic linewidth variation pattern suggests a correlation to aberration residuals.
Isolated lines exhibited more AFLV than dense lines.
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2.2 Lens Aberration Background
Today's' lithography systems are capable of resolving 0.07 \m features using a
wavelength of 193 nm. Because of advances in lens design, inspection and
manufacturing and progress in mounting technique and precision engineering, the
optical image is improved so much that it is often said that lithography systems are
"diffraction-limited," which means image quality is not affected by lens aberrations.

However, this will never be true due to unavoidable defects in optical design and

manufacturing. On the contrary, aberrations have become increasingly important in
limitingthe performance of modem lithographysystems [2.33][2.34][2.35].

2.2.1 A Brief Review of Lens Aberration Theory [2.42]
Consider an optical system with an off-axis point source Po as shown in the figure 2-3.
Two rays from object Po on the mask plane to the image point at the wafer plane are
shown. One of these two rays is called the chief ray (CR), which is defined as the ray

passingthrough the centerof the exit pupil. The secondray is an arbitrary ray (AR) from
Po to the image plane.

W

Exit pupil (p,6)

Figure 2-3 Illustration of aberrated imaging system

August 2002.
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For an aberration-free system, the optical path of CR and all other rays are equal. In

reality, lens aberration occurs when there is difference in the optical path among

different rays. S represents the wavefront ofa Gaussian reference sphere^ corresponding
to CR. The deformation of the wavefront in the region of the exit pupil is represented as
W. The aberration function O is defined as the optical path difference (OPD) of AR and

CR. If Qand Q are the points in which AR intersects with W and S, respectively, the
aberration function is measured as QQ times the local refraction index. Since each

different AR passes through a different part of W,the aberration function is a function of

the exit pupil coordinates (p,0). Moreover, different image field positions will also
correspond to a different aberrated wavefront. Thus, aberration is also a function offield
position. If the optical system is rotationally symmetric around the main axis, the
aberration function is only dependent on the image height Y .

Due to the property of orthonormality^, and because of the convenience of balancing
aberrations with lower order terms to minimize the net aberration variance, the

aberration function is usually expanded as a Zemikecirclepolynomial power series.

I

n

m

Here /, n and m are nonnegative integers, where n >= m, and n-m is even. In this
equation, aimn is the Zemike coefficient and R is theradial Zemike polynomial.

S s^n +m)l2-sWn-m)l2-s'\f
The orthonormality of the Zemike polynomials is expressed as

^Thesphere surface with thecenter at Gaussian image in geometric optics.
^Zemike circle polynomials areorthonormal over a unit circular pupil asdefined ineqn. 2-3,
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I\Ryp)cosmeR^\p)cosm'0pdpd0l^ jpdpde=5„.S^. (2-3)
0 0

0 0

where d is the Kronecker delta function.

The order of an aberration term is equal to the sum of the powers of Y and p. The
fourth-order aberrations are called the primary aberrations and they are represented in

table 2-1, in which sin(m^ terms are also included, considering general conditions
without rotational symmetry.
Table 2-1 Primary aberration terms

Symbol

Name

1 n m

Term

Z1

Distortion

1

2psin0

1

1

Z2

2pcos0
Z3

Petzval

1

2

0

v3(2p2-l)

Z4

Astigmatism

0

2

2

v6p^sin20
y6p^cos20

Coma

0

3

1

v8(3p^-2p)sin0
v8(3p^-2p)cos0

Spherical

0

4

0

v5(6p^-6p^+l)

Z5

Z6
Z7

Zll

Figure 2-4 to figure 2-7 illustrate the point spreadfunctions with 0.2X individual primary
aberrations, simulated using Prolith [2.36][2.37], with X Y coordinates corresponding to

image plane and Z to image intensity. Prolith is a lithography simulation software
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package. It simulates aerial image formation based on scalar and vector diffraction
theory. It also simulates basic lithographic steps of resist exposure, PEB diffusion and
development Similar simulation results canbe obtained using Splat [2.38-2.41].
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A commonly used index of quantitatively characterizing the lens quality is the Strehl
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the peak image irradiance with aberrations to that
of the image irradiance without aberration. It is expressed as,
I Iff

Sr = 7C

-2

j jexp[iO(p,0)]pcipdO
0

(2-4)

0

When the amount of aberration is small, the Strehl ratio can be approximated [2.2] as

Sr^exp(-RMS')

(2-5)

where RMS =^^[0(p,0)-(0(p,^)}f^

(2-6)

It can be seen that the Strehl ratio is maximized when RMS is at a minimum. This is

achieved by mixing the primary aberration with lower order terms to reduce the net
RMS in lens design. State-of-the-art optical lithography lens elements have an average
Strehl ratio of above 0.95 across entire image field [2.3].

2.2.2 Previous Work on Measuring Lens Aberrations
As discussed earlier, lens aberrations are becoming an increasingly important concern in

extending the limits of optical lithography. Although generally the lens maker can
measure the wavefi'ont of the lens with a through-the-lens-interferometer (TTLI), this is

not available once the lenses are mounted to the system. Also, the lens aberration of the

completed system is usually not the same as when it is last measured by TTLI. So the
aberration signature of the whole system is generally unknown to the end user.
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If aberration cannot be measured directly, it may be possible to infer their magnitude

from the printing behaviorof special test patterns. To this end, a numberofresist pattem
based techniqueshave been investigated.

Neureuther [2.10-2.14] proposed an effective method of measuring lens aberrations by
designing phase shifting pattems that have enhanced sensitivity to individual aberration
factors. Sensitivity levels of 0.01 A. and good orthogonality with respect to different
individual Zemike terms have been shown. Based on an elegant theory utilizing the

orthogonality property of Zemike terms, Neureuther et al designed various probe and
target to detect individual aberration orders. The shape of target is the inverse Fourier
transform of Zemikes. 180° phase shift pattem is used to measure odd term. Since the
inverse Fourier transform of most Zemikes is rotational symmetric, it is a challenge to

fabricate small circle pattem instead of Manhattan pattem on mask. The levels of
individual aberration are determined by measuring the intensity of the various targets

using optical detector or inspecting the printed resist images.
Kirk reported a technique for measuring astigmatism [2.4][2.5]. Astigmatism is
determined by measuring the focal positions of printed photoresist lines oriented at four

different angles, 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. The author claims that a precision of standard
deviation of 7nm of astigmatism is obtained using this technique. Dirksen [2.6] [2.7]

presented a method for evaluating lens aberrations by examining the SEM picture of a
1/2X circular phase object. The deformation of a printed resist ring is related to the
amount of aberrations. Besides the measurement of focal offsets of lines with various

orientations similar to Kirk's work, Yeung [2.8] measured the positional shifts of a set of

printed photoresist gratings with different periods and angles imder almost coherent
illumination. Nomura et al [2.9][2.17] modified the approach by three-beam
interference, that is, imaging by only three diffracted beams. Litel [2.15][2.16]
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demonstrated a method by which the aberrated wavefiront is reconstructed by measuring
local pinhole displacement with limited samplingaperture.

Although these techniques have shown promising ways to measure the lens aberrations,

some ambiguity still exists in interpreting the relationship between resist image and
individual Zemike terms. Either approximation assumptions or inherent confounding

phenomena may affect the accuracy of measured Zemike coefficients. Moreover, some

techniques are only applicable to a few low order aberration terms, which limits their
utility when higher orders need to be taken into account. The new aberration
measurement technique proposed in this work is theoretically valid for higher order
aberrations. This issue will be discussed in later chapters.

2.3 The Mask Error Factor

The second most important source of within-field systematic spatial variation is mask
errors. It is a well-known phenomenon that lithography systems tend to enlarge mask
errors when transferring the mask pattern to the wafer. This effect becomes sigmficant
when the kl factor is less than 0.8. The mask error factor is defined as the ratio of wafer
CD deviation over de-magnified mask CD deviation.

MEF =^^^

(2-7)

The larger than unity MEF is caused by degradation of the image integrity when the
photomask gradually loses control of the image shape as feature size decreases.
Nonlinearity in both the imaging systan and resist response exacerbates CD error on the
mask. This makes CD control a more difficult challenge.
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Many theoretical and experimental works study the effects of the mask error factor as
well as its relation to processing conditions [2.37-2.39]. Althou^ this knowledge is

helpful in understanding the implication of the mask error factor on process control, a
rigorous formulation of the mask error factor are still needed. It is very useful to
quantitatively determine the dependency of the mask error factor on process conditions
in order to effectively control it. Furthermore, such a formulation is potentiallyuseful in

improving the efficiency and accuracy of optical proximity correction rule generation.
Finally, since lens aberrations and mask errors exist simultaneously, the actual linewidth
variation is the result of the interaction of these two effects. Therefore, theoretical

understanding of the mask error factor is necessary to determine the MEF in presence of
local lens aberrations. This issue will be addressed in detail in a later chapto: of the

thesis. Our interest not only lies in rigorous formulating the mask error factor, but also

aims to study the importance of this important process phenomenon in term of causing
spatial process variation and limiting the process latitude.
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Chapter 3
CD-SEM Based Pattern Recognition for
Focus/Exposure Control

Fluctuations in focus and exposure dose are important sources of die-to-die spatial
variation. In this chapter, a method is introduced to utilize digitized CD-SEM traces

collected from small test patterns to infer these two critical process parameters, focus
distance and exposure dose. The basic premise is that these signals contain latent
information about notjust the Critical Dimension, but alsoabout the shape of the profile.

Extracting this latent information is accomplished in two steps: First, principal
component analysis (PCA) is applied to extract the characteristic features of the SEM
image. Then a feedforward neural network trained by back-propagation is used to
classify the traces based on the processing conditions of the samples. The ultimate goal
is to further exploit the information content of CD-SEM scans for lithography control
and diagnosis.

3.1 Introduction

Two key controllable parameters in lithography are the focus distanceand the exposure

dose. As the printable feature size has been pushed to the resolution limit, the process
window (particularly the exposure/focus latitude) shrinks dramatically. New resolution

enhancement techniques, such as off-axis illumination and optical proximity correction,
phase shift mask are very sensitive to the setting of defocus distance and exposure dose.
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Therefore, setting these two parameters precisely is of great importance in reducing CD
variation across the exposure field, within wafer and lot-to-lot [3.1][3.3]. Traditionally,

the optimal settings are selected by operators who examine the patterns projected under
different settings across a wafer. This is time consuming and error-prone, and thus not
suitable for today's IC manufacturing needs. In addition, the stepper, light source and
chemicals tend to age, and the optimal settings drift with time. It is therefore desirable to
find an automatic way to control these two important parameters [3.2][3.4].

Previous work has automatically recognized the focus/exposure related problems for
Ijjm I-line lithography using digitized images fi*om an optical microscope [3.6]. This
work uses a CD-SEM to examine sub-micron pattems. The full wave form of the CDSEM scan is used to infer corresponding process conditions.
m
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Figure 3-1 Concept of CD-SEM based focus/exposure control in lithography
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CD-SEM is a commonly used metrology tool in production with nanometer order

precision. Compared to cross section SEM, it has the advantage of relatively high speed
and it is not destructive. Figure 3-2 and figure 3-3 show examples of CD-SEM traces for

two different line-space patterns with different CD profiles. The direction of the scan is

perpendicular to the lines. The CD-SEM image intensity is not directly related to the
height of the feature under testing. The CD sidewall region corresponds to the peak in
the SEM scan. The valley between two peaks is related to the top of CD pattem. So a
pair ofpeaks represents a line pattem.
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Figure 3-2 CD-SEM scan for five-line dense pattern
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Figure 3-3 CD-SEM scan for five-line dense pattern

The algorithms for determing the linewidth based on CD-SEM scan are of heuristic

nature. Also, the methods for determing the actual edge position can vary. However, for

a given material property of the sample, such as surface roughness, absorption and
reflectivity, as well as a given chamber condition, such as configuration and pressure,

the CD-SEM trace is supposed to correspond to actual pattem profile. Therefore, the
information about the pattem profile (width, height, sidewall) is expressed in some way
through the CD-SEM trace. However, the detailed relation between actual profile and
CD-SEM can only be obtained by accurate modeling of the interaction between the
electron beam and the material. Such a model will need to correctly characterize sample

properties and chamber conditions, which are formidably difficult to capture.

So, our approach will be to extract this information by "pattem matching". This

approach does not guarrantee a unique or even an existing solution, so it has to be
demonstrated experimentally. The basic tool for our approch is a neural netwrok that
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will be used to model the complex relatioship between the CDSEM trace and the
photolithography settings.

When it comes to creating NN models that utilize the CD-SEM trace as an input in order

to infer the process settings, some simplifications are in order. Typically, there are about
one thousand pixels for a CD-SEM scan of several microns. Obviously, it is impossible
to treat all these pixels directly asinputs. Through dimensional reduction, we can obtain
a reduced data set that is easier for subsequent handling. The signal noise and

measurement error included in the original data may also be reduced through data
preprocessing.

Principal component analysis (PGA) is a commonly used technique for data reduction,
and has been shown to facilitate many types of data analysis in process engineering.
PGA uses linear fiinctions to model the relationship between the original data and a

reduced setof "latent variables" [3.7][3.8][3.9]. The aim of PGA is to extract normalized
orthogonal vectors Ui, for i=l,2,.. .M, in the input space that account for as much of the

variance in the data as possible. The N-dimensional input data is transformed to a lower
M-dimensional space (M<N) without losing essential intrinsic information. PGA is a

linear technique in the sense that it uses linear fimctions to model relationship between
the original data and the latent variables.

The ithprincipal component of theoriginal N-dimensional data vector X is

p^=uxx-x']
where X'is the mean vector of X and

(3-1)
is the /th normalized eigenvector of the

covariance matrix associated with the ith largest eigenvalue e/.

L=UW

(3-2)
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where L is the covariance matrix and D is the diagonal matrix with ei as diagonal
entries.

Once a data set has been reduced to a manageable size, a neural net [3.10-3.14] can

recognize and classify the different traces withvery good accuracy. The network inputs
are the first 30 principal components calculated from the original digitized SEM data.

The output nodes represent various focus/exposure combinations that were used to
produce the samples being tested.

We used the first 30 principal components, calculated from original CD-SEM trace. 95%

variance is captured. Figure 3-4 depicts the configuration of the neural network.
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Figure 3-4 Neural network configuration (30 input nodes, one hidden layer with 50 nodes and 26
output nodes)

3.2 Experiment and Results
A five line/space pattern with nominal 0.35 |im line width is exposed sequentially under
different focus/exposure settings across a wafer using an I-line stepper. The numerical

aperture is set as 0.6 and partial coherence is 0.6.The exposure dose changes fi*om 255
mJ to 315 mJ in 13 steps of 5mJ.The focus varies fi-om -0.9 pm to 0.3 pm in 13 stepsof

0.1pm. In total, there are 169different settings. Five six-inch wafers are processed with
the 13 X13 exposure/focus matrix on each of them. After post-exposure bake and devel

opment, scanning electron microscope traces are taken firom each pattem. Each
measurement is actually the average of 32 scans in order to filter test noise and to
improve measurement repeatability.

Table 3-1 Summary of experiment and results for NN-based focus/exposure automatic control

Mumberofwafers processed

Number of samples tested by CD-SEM

5

845

676 samples firom the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th wafer
169 samples from the 3rd wafer
Samples used for testing
30 minutes on Sparc2
Computation cost for training using neural network
Samples used for training

software SNNS

Computation cost for testing
Classification accuracy for exposure settings

« 1 second

perfect classification:
74.0%;
within +/-5mJ:
96.4%

Classification accuracy for focus settings

perfect classification:40.1%;
within+/-0.1|im: 82.8%

In order to test the network's capability of recognizing patterns made imder the same

focus/exposure conditions, we use training data firom four wafers and testing data fi*om
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the remaining wafer. Table 3-2 displays the classification results in comparison with the
actual settings. The entry in the table is the prediction frequency. Since focus latitude
for the dense and isolated 0.35 jjm features is approximately 0.6 pm and 0.8 pm

respectively [3.15], the 0.3pm control precision using this method is approximately 50%
of the process window. 0.3 pm range has 82.8% (approximately 21(5) prediction
accuracy. Therefore lo prediction is about 0.11pm. The percentage of iG prediction is

thus 20% (0.11 pm/0.6pm = 20%) of depth of focus window. The dose window for
dense pattern for 365 nm i-line process is approximately 14% of the dose to clear [3.16].
Since the dose to clear data is not available, we assume the maximum dose (315 mJ) is

the upper limit of the process window and minimum dose (255 mJ) is the lower limit of
the process window for the i-line process imder study. Three 5 mJ bins contain 96.4%
(approximately 4.2a). Thus la is 15mJ/4.2 = 3.6 mJ and this is 1.3% ofthe average dose
or 1/18 of the dose window..

Through examining SEM traces, the neural net can recognize the corresponding
focus/exposure settings. Similarly, other information about the resist profile, such as
sidewall angle and critical dimension variation, can be provided to the network during
the teaming phase. Therefore, this method could lead to an automated metrology to
evaluate the pattern quality in lithography. The pattern with the sharpest sidewall and
least CD variation will be chosen during instrument calibration. In addition, a

deteriorated pattem can be automatically classified during processing, and the
appropriate lithography settings could be automatically deduced.
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Table 3-2 Comparison of predicted setting and actual settings,(a) exposuredose, (b) defocus
distance
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3.3 Conclusion

CD-SEM traces can provide good reference for process control and diagnosis. The

method we are pursuing is very easy to implement in a manufacturing process by
combining this method with the routine SEM inspection. A good pattern recognition
neural network for focus/exposure control has been established in this project. We

successfully applied PCA and neural network in focus/exposure control of lithography

and very high recognition accuracy has been achieved. One <J of dose prediction
accuracy is approximately 1/18 of the dose window and one G of defocus prediction
accuracy is approximately 1/5 of the depthof focus window.
This work is meant to demonstrate the conc^t and it is complete. Future analysis is

possible, including obtaining better data sets using deep ultraviolet lithography. We also
plan to create more classification categories including specific develop problems. In
some situations, a CD-SEM fails to measure CD due to serious deterioration in the
pattem. It will be helpful to automatically classify special patterns and diagnose such
cases in the future. It will also be intCTesting to apply the proposed method in the

presense ofmore detailed profile data such as what can be collected either with Atomic
Force Microscopy, or with full-profile Scatterometry.
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Chapter 4
Spatial Variation Characterization in DUV
Lithography Using Electrical Metrology

4.1 Introductioii
In order to characterize spatial variation in lithography, it is necessaiy to measure
linewidth distribution across the field as well as across the wafer. Based on the

measurement data, the variation can then be decomposed into different error categories,

including random and systematic components. Once the deterministic spatial pattem has
been identified, one can analyze the physical causes underlying such systematic

variation patterns and accurately model them. Therefore, it is necessary to repeatedly
collect this spatial distribution data with relatively high spatial density coverage as well
as high accuracy.

We chose to base the metrology for this study on electrical testing. The reason is based
on the following considerations. To extract systematic CD variation within the field or
across the wafer, extensive measurement is needed. Therefore, sampling speed is of

utmost concem in selecting the metrology method. CD-SEM is not adequate because it

is relatively slow when collecting large amounts of data. Meanwhile, the CD-SEM

precision is also in doubt because of, among other things, the edge roughness of the
pattem that degrades the repeatability of measurement. Although CD-SEM typicallyhas
a precision of ~4-5 nm, this is still relatively large when compared to electrical test [4.7-

4.10]. Electrical metrology has demonstrated the capability of resolving linewidths well
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below 100 nm [4.1][4.2][4.3]. Moreover, CD-SEM is highly pattern profile dependent
[4.12]. It is a common phenomenon that CD-SEM fails to give meaningful readings
when the pattern degrades to some extent, such as when T-topping or footing features
are present. The following figure of cross-sectional SEM shows a typical example of
footing for dense lines, which maynegatively impact top-down CD-SEM data.

Figure 4-1 Cross-sectional SEM image showing footing features

On the other hand, electrical measurement has the advantage of high speed when an

automated probe station is used. Further, it is independent ofthe pattern profile and has
sub-nanometer precision if the measurement conditions are optimized to take into
account the doping level, the forced current and current source resolution, and joule
heating [4.4][4.6][4.11].
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Figure 4-2 Comparison of CD-SEM measurement versus electrical test
*

Figure 4-2 shows the comparison of the measurement results for the same test sample
using the two metrologies [4.16]. It is noted that CD-SEM has a very large measurement
noise compared to electrical test. 3a of CD-SEM repeatability is ±14.2 nm. The relation
between CD-SEM and electrical test can be modeled as,
CD-SEM =84.87+0.87*ELM

(4-1)

It is clear that a significant bias, as large as 85nm, exists between measured linewidth
firom the two metrologies.

A single layer mask is designed so that electrical test structures are patterned on doped

polysilicon. The CD is then measured using electrical test. Generally, short-loop
experiments are necessary to characterize micro-loading when pattern d«isity varies
significantly. This step can be skipped if the mask is designed in such a way that the

pattern density for any particular feature is imiform throughout the patterning field. In
addition to measuring the printed patterns on the wafer, the mask must also be
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characterized. Mask characterization can be conducted either by SEM or by optical
means.

With wafer CD map and mask CD data at hand, full field lens aberration information
can be deduced using the algorithm proposed in section 5.3. By incorporating existing
OPC, one can devise a set of systematic mask based error correction rules. These rules

maybe scanner/stepper specific and field position dependent. Thefinal goal of this work
is an integrated solution of mask engineering, consisting of lens system characterization,
OPC with lens aberrations and PSM with lens aberrations.

4.2 Experiment

4.2.1 Electrical Linewidth Measurement (ELM) Mask Designs ELM-1
And ELM-2

An electrical linewidth measurement (ELM) mask has been designed so that the spatial

coverage ofidentical features in the field is maximized (19 x 24 points in stepper field).
Figure 4-3 shows the basic module with one Van der Pauw structure for measuring sheet
resistance and eight Kelvin structures for measuring linewidth, along with mask linearity
test patterns, an MEFmodule, and cross-section SEM lines.
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Figure 4-3 Floor plan of basic electrical test module

Eight Kelvin linewidth test structures (also referred to as devices under test, or DUTs)
are laid out on either side of the center Van der Pauw (VDP) sheet resistance test
structure. Linewidth is calculated from the VDP and DUT measurements. Four different

combinations of orientation (horizontal and vertical) and line spacing (isolated and

dense) are repeated twice in each module. The OPC module is identical to the non-OPC

module, with the exception of the scattering bars that are added next to each main
linewidth measurement feature. Therefore, there are eight different feature cases. The
design variables are summarized as follows.

Table 4-1 Design variables for ELMl mask

Space

Orientation

OPC

Isolated

Vertical

Yes

Dense

Horizontal

No
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The pad frame module contains 32 active pads. Four ofthem are assigned to the Van der
Pauw structure and the remaining pads are used by the eight Kelvin structures that also

share the common potential node). The mask is designed for a single polysilicon layer.
The contact pads are all made of polysilicon so as to simplify the processing as well as
the analysis, since a single lithography step is needed for patterning.

The nominal printed linewidth of the first ELM mask (designated as ELM-1) is set at
220 nm. Figure 4-4 illustrates the layout of individual linewidth measurement structures.
POLY

Proximity
Lines

Figure 4-4 Layout of linewidth test structure for dense pattern

The two pads on either side are used to force current and the Vtap nodes are dedicated to
voltage-sensing. Isolated features are defined so that the spacing between main feature
and proximity lines are relatively far apart (DR3=1.2jim). The actual layout differs from
the figure in terms of positioning of pads and proximity lines. Figure 4-4 shows the

actual layout with CD-MEF module and CD-linearity module hidden. The orientation
and the relative size of the features with respect to the pads can also be seen from this
figure.

Figure 4-5 Layout of basic linewidth test module

Basic electrical linewidth test structure
module without OPC
Basic electrical linewidth test structure
module with OPC

Figure 4-6 Sub-block consisting of two basic module frames

Figure 4-6 shows a sub-block that consists of two test modules of electrical linewidth,
with and without OPC, respectively. This sub-block is repeated 228 times on a 19 x 12

grid across the field. Since each feature is duplicated twice within the basic module, the
spatial density of every feature case is 19 x 24. The de-magnified (4x) mask area is

35.04 X29.07 mm^.

Because this is larger than the typical stepper field size, some

portions of the mask may not be able to be exposed. The mask is designed in this way
so that the maximum field size can be printed to capture the spatial linewidth variability.
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In addition to the electrical test pattern, two CD-SEM measurement patterns are also

designed into the basic module. The CD-linearity module is designed to calibrate the
mask-making linearity. It can also be used to measure mask error factor (MEF). The
experimental results will be explained in chapter 5. Both the mask pattern and resist
pattern can only be measured by CD-SEM. A wide range of CD values from 25 nm to
1.25 pm is laid out within the module. This will provide measured MEF vs. linewidth
for very large CD range and it will be used to compare with theoretical MEF
formulation, which will be introduced in chapter 6.
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Figure 4-7 CD linearity module
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Fourteen different CD values have been used in both clear and dark iSeld patterns.

Isolated and dense lines, as well as square-shaped features, are taken into account. Each

pattern occupies only 40 x 40 \iir? area and they are densely packed into two rows above
the electrical test patterns.

The CD-MEF module is designed to physically measure how much mask correction is

needed to obtain the printed CD that is closest to the target value. Two types of
correction have been designed. One type is designed to correct CD for both main

features and scattering bars, while the other type only corrects the center main features.
Five different levels of correction are used, 0, ± 1.58, ± 3e, where 8 is the unit. Both
vertical and horizontal directions are taken into consideration. Nine different spacings

from isolated (>10|im) to 0.32 pm are designed.
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Figure 4-8 CD-MEF module layout

Figure 4-8 shows the floor plan of a CD-MEF module for a particular orientation and
correction scheme, while figure 4-9 illustrate the actual layout of this CD-MEF submodule.
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Cross-section SEM lines are useful in calibrating electrical CD metrology. The SEM

lines are placed atthe right side of each basic e-test module. They are continuous across
the entire chip, so that a cut at any point will yield usable cross-section data. Both OPC
andnon-OPC lines are included, and different feature spaces are considered.

No OPC

572 iim

Figure 4-10 Cross-secdonal SEM lines

A second ELM mask (ELM-2) is designed to be similar to the ELM-1 mask, except in
this case the CD is decreased to 180 nm (the designed final CD after etchingis 130 nm)

and scatterometry grating patterns are added to the non-OPC modules. The purpose of

these eight grating patterns will be explained in section 5.6 of chapter 5 and chapter 7.
They can be used as test structures for future improvement of an aberration extraction
method which will be introduced in chapter 5.
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Figure 4-11 Floor plan of basic module of ELM-2 mask

The pad frame module is the same as the ELM-1 mask, so the probe card and
measurement setup is compatible with those for the ELM-1 mask. The addition of the
scattering feature is meant to facilitate scatterometry measurements. More specifically, it
has been shown that a broadband ellipsometer is capable of measuring the detailed

pattem profile with high speed and accuracy [4.13]. Certainly, the pattern profile will
yield more information than the CD value alone. On the other hand, it is meaningful to
compare and calibrate these two metrologies in a single design.

4.3 Requirements of the Electrical Testing Instrumentation
The electrical parameter test system consists of a Sun workstation, an Electroglass
2001x [4.14], HP 4085A switching matrix, HP 4084A switching matrix controller and
HP 4142 source monitor. The system is controlled by SUNBASE [4.15], a program that
interprets the test program input files, defines measurement routines, and outputs
measurement results. Input files determine the X-Y coordinates of all test structures at
both the die scale and the wafer scale. The newly written SUNBASE software is also

capable of allowing the user to define different voltage and current source/monitor umts
to be connected to test structures so that the best measurement conditions can be
selected.

Diemap

Testflow

Wafer map

i
Measurement

SUNBASE

subroutines

System

Probing Hardware

Sun workstation

Output
File

Electroglass 200Ix
HP 4085A switching matrix
HP 4084A controller
HP 4142A Source/Monitor

Figure 4-12 E-test setup

The original source monitor unit model is the HP4141, whoseresolution is too coarse to
measure sub-micron features. Low sheet resistance of the VDP required a large current
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to be used to obtain a significant voltage difference between the two voltage
measurement units under the old system (~0.5mV resolution), which caused significant

heating problems. The measurement consistency was not satisfying in the sense that
measured sheet resistance varies significantly with forced current and delay time.

VDP
Voltage

Voltage^

measurement

measuremenn

unit with 4 uV

unit with 4uV

--770

Resolution

Resolution

Ohm/Sq.

Current

Current

Figure 4-13 Updating £-test using high resolution source/monitor units

The system hasbeenupgraded with much higher resolution (4uV) Source/Monitor Units
to allow uses of much smaller currents, reducing the heating problem.Figure 4-14 is the

Figure 4-14 Chip image

chip image of 24mm x 30mm size. Various requirements of pitch, orientation, and

optical proximity correction (OPC) features have been taken into account. Multiple
wafers havebeen processed using standard mass production conditions, as well as imder
different partial coherence, focus and exposure settings. The nominal feature size is
220nm. (The ELM-2 mask with feature size of 180nm has also been designed and
fabricated, as will be introduced in later section)

4.4 Across-Field and Across-Wafer Spatial CD Distribution
A 248nm ASML/300 stepper is used to print wafer with poly pattem. The numerical

aperture is set at 0.57 and partial coherence is set at 0.6. The standard dose and best
focus are used to expose uniform wafers. Two focus-exposure-matrix wafers have also
been printed with exposure dose ranging from 21mJ to 27mJ in a step of ImJ and
defocus from O.Opm to —0.4|LUn in a step of 0.1|luii. The nominal linewidth is 220nm with
kl factor 0.51. Photoresist is UVl 10 with thickness of 5400A.

The uniform wafers, withthesame process condition for all 31 die, have beenmeasured

electrically. Figure 4-15a shows the wafer map for the isolated vertical line features. It
can be seen that there is a low spatial frequency smooth trend from right to left across

wafer. Theprimary source ofthis across wafer variation is believed to be non-umformity
in thin film deposition, resist coating, development and etching. From the plot, a

periodic pattem from die to die can also be observed. This within-field variation is
generally systematic in nature, which results primarily from the lens aberrations and
reticle errors. For general integrated circuits, the systematic within-field variation may
also come from local effects, such as micro-loading in poly etching due to different local

pattem density. This type of local effect does not exist in this study because the ELM-1
mask is designed so that each particular feature is identical across the chip. Figures 4-15

b, c and d show the average field CD map, wafer residual and mask CD respectively.
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plotted in the same scale and range. It is evident that most CD variability appears within
the field.
CD Wafer Map for No-OPC Vertical Isolated Structures

Wafer Y

Wafer X

a) Wafer map

Average Die tor No-OPC Vertical Isotated Structures

b) Die average

CD Wafer Map with Average Die Subtracted for No-OPO Vertical isolated Structures

Wafer Y

Wafer X

c) Across wafer residual
Reticle Measurements for No-OPC Vertical teolated Structures

•g 230
c

5 210
ffl
u

^ 200

Reticle Y

Reticle X

d) Reticle map

Figure 4-15Wafer CDand mask CD measurement for isolatedvertical features

Across wafer variation saw^ and across field variation s af aredefined as follows.

(4-2a)

n' T
1

N

<7^ =77!
A7S

^X(c/)V -CD')
Yl

(4-2b)

X

where f is the index of thefeature within the die, /= 1,2...1/. //= 19 x 24 = 456 for this
design. k= 1,2, ...iVis the die index. CD.^ is mean value of all dies for the feature of

the same position within the die. CD* is the mean value of all features for the

die.

From the measurement data excluding apparent outliers. Saw = 2.70 nm and Saf = 5.89

nm are obtained fi'om the uniform wafer for isolated vertical features. This implies that it
is the within-field variation that consumes larger portion of CD error budget and
therefore position dependent mask correction is an effective way to tighten overall CD

spread. It is also noted that the ELM-1 mask quality is fairly good in terms of its
contribution to overall CD variation given mask error factor is not too large.
Besides uniform wafers, two focus-exposure-matrix wafers are printed and measured.
Figure 4-16 shows Bossung curves of resist pattern at the center of each die, measured
using CD-SEM. The exposure dose varies within the range fi-om 21mJ to 27mJ in steps
of ImJ. The Bossung characteristic is apparent for most exposure dose. Once exposure

setting is known, the defocus can be estimated from these curves.
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-0.15
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Figure 4-16 Bossung curves ofresist pattern measured from focus/exposure matrix wafer

In summary, the following conclusions are drawn from the experiment. First, the major
component ofCD variation is from within the field. Secondly, most ofthis variability is
systematic and deterministic in nature, so it may be assumed that lens aberrations and
mask error magnification are among the most important sources of spatial systematic
variation.
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Chapter 5
Full Field Lens Aberration Extraction Using
Printed Patterns

Lens aberrations are becoming an increasing concern in limiting the performance of
today's optical lithography systems [5.1-5.6]. In chapter 2, we explained that processing
variability is attributed to several sources of variation. Among them lens aberrations are
believed to be one of the major sources that cause spatial linewidth variation. As

explained in section 4.2, experiments have confirmed that major variation comes fi'om
within field and lens aberration is possibly an important error source. Consequently, this

chapter is devoted to lens aberration issues. In chapter 4, we described the experiment,
including mask design; wafer processing, electrical test setup, measurement results, data

analysis and experiment conclusion. After an introduction and a project outline in this

chapter, a novel full-field lens aberration measurement technique is introduced in section
5.2. The methodology, optimization, its limitation and error analysis are explained.

Finally, issues in numerical analysis which limit the performance of this method are
discussed.

5.1 Introduction

As has been discussed in chapter 2, it is necessary to decompose the variability of printed

pattems into relevant sources, and to accurately characterize or model them, in order to
efficiently reduce the overall variation. Lens aberrations are believed to be one of most
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critical error sources leading to within-field systematic spatial variations. This has been
assumed in this study. Therefore, it is hi^y desirable to find an efficient way to extract
lens aberrations. This can either be used to evaluate the quality of exposure tools or to

provide the necessary information to related process control techmques to effectively
reduce the error caused by lens aberrations. First of all, in production, there are usually
multiple pieces of exposure equipment running simultaneously for the same product. It is
very important to assign the piece of equipment with the best quality to pattern the most
critical layer, such as polysilicon gate. Secondly, for any aggressive design to fully utilize
the capacity of either 248 nm or 193 nm tools, resolution enhancement techmques (RET),
such as double exposure, phase shift mask (PSM) andoptical proximity correction (OPC),
have been routinely used in the manufacturing of high performance products. Notice that

all these RETs, especially PSM, are extremely sensitive to lens aberrations. The design

rules have been pushed so far that lens aberrations cannot be ignored any more and they
are becoming an increasingly critical factor in limiting the yield. The economic concems

regarding the cost of designing a specific mask for each stepper or scanner will eventually
be balanced by the fact that the baiefits from improved performance and yield will
exceed the cost of this investment. This claim is based on the assumption that lens system

design and quality control will not improvedramatically in near term.

The ultimate goal of this work is to identify efficient process control schemes and other
techniques, such as mask-based error correction, in order to minimize the variability due
to lens errors. More explicitly, once we can extract full-field lens aberration data, the

position-specific mask error factor of different features canbe obtained. This information
can then be used to systematically pre-modify a mask design in order to compensate for
the CD variation due to lens aberration signature. This sequence is illustrated in the
following figure.
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Electrical test mask design

CD measurement

Short-loop experiments
characterizing micro-loading
Data analysis/eiTor
decomposition
Mask measurement

Isolate scanner alone induced error

(optics/aberration)

Mask design modification rules
(scanner/stepper specific, field
position dependent)

Incorporate existing
OPC rules

Modify mask,
process/measurement
verify method

Figure 5-1 Reduction of across-field linewidth variability by compensating positionspecific lens aberrations
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5.2 A Simple Method to Extract Field-Dependent Lens
Aberration

With chip size becoming larger and larger, the isoplanatic approximation^ is no longer
valid, which means the aberration function of optical lithography systems is field position

dependent. Although generally lens makers can measure the wavefront of the lens by
through-the-lens interferometry (TTLI), the aberration signature of the whole system is
usually unknown to the end user. However, this information is critical for the analysis of
AFLV (across field linewidth variation). As introduced in section 2.2.2, different methods
have been studied to measure residual lens aberration through analyzing the printing
behavior.

In this section, we introduce a simple method to extract the field-dependent aberration

using high-density electrical measurement. This method is possibly applicable to Zemike
terms that are sensitive to linewidth variation.

Lens aberrations of modem optical lithography systems are generally small. Therefore,
we can model CD as the function of aberration as follows

CD(x,y,F,E) =CD^(x,y,F,E)+J^Z,(x,y):<—:^F,E)

(5-1)

1=1

Where CDo is the target linewidth, {x,y) is the field coordinates, F represents the defocus
distance, while E is the exposuredose, and Z,- is the

Zemike coefficient.

The infinite Zemike polynomial series are often limited to 36 terms, since higher order

aberrations have negligible influence on the image. In this studywe only consider the first
31 terms, determined by the limited focus-exposure set of experimental samples.
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For a given field position {xo,

we can rewrite (5-1) as

CD(F£"') =Cr).(F£"') +Z,x^(F£"")+ZjX^(F£"")+...+Z„x^(F£"')

CD(FF"') =a)„(FF"') +Z,x^(FF"')+Zjx^(FF"')+...+Z„x^(FF"')
CD{.FE"") =CD,(FB"")+Z, x^(FF"")+Z,
x^(FF"")+...+Z„
x^(F£"")
oZ,
aZ2
dZj,
where CD{FEf*^) is the linewidth resulting fi*om the

focus-exposure setting, which can

be measured fi:om a focus-exposure-matrix (FEM) wafer. CDoiFEf^^) is the CD without
the aberration, simulated under corresponding focus/exposure conditions, using reticle
CD, which can be also measured by an SEM or an optical tool. The sensitivity factor
BCD

BZf

can be conveniently obtained by calibrated simulation under various focus-

exposure settings. The performance of lithography simulation is related to the accuracy of
the resist model to some extent. The calibration of resist parameters is crucial for this

analysis. This issue willbe addressed in the laterpart of the thesis. Two FEM wafers have

been processed and arebeing electrically measured. At the same time, the reticle CD has
also been extensively measured. Thus, in equation (5-2), we have 31 relations and 31
unknowns. The Zemike coefficients Zi to Z31 can be uniquely solved, provided that the

resulting linearsystem has the required numberofdegrees of freedom.

Byrepeating the above procedure through all the positions in the field, we can derive the
aberration distribution across the field.

^ The approximation holds only when the object is small so that it falls in isoplanatic region. Isoplanatic
region (or space-invariant region) is defined as a region, in which point source object changes only in
location, not in functionalform when point source moves in this region.
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5.3 Sensitivity of Linewidth Variation to Individual Zernike
Terms

A setof typical Zemike coefficient ranges hasbeen used to simulate the CD sensitivity to
individual aberrations. Since some Zemike aberrations (such as coma) predominately

result in an image shift, which mostly causes overlay problems, they do not affect
linewidth variation. Also features with particular orientations may not be influenced by a

given aberration. They cannot be determined by the method discussed above. So it is
necessary to find what Zemike terms can or cannot be extracted by this method through

simulating their sensitivity. Otherwise, as will be discussed in later sections, the
insensitive terms will cause singularity problem in linear equations and lead to unstable
results. We can effectively set all insensitive Zemikes to zero, and thus solve the linear
system for only the remaining coefficients.

The following results are based on simulation. Aerial image CD instead of resist CD is
used to remove the effect of photoresist and uncertainty in resist model parameters. The
numerical aperture is 0.57 and the wavelength is 248nm. The partial coherence is set at
0.3 to enhance the response of aberration. Mask pattems are line/space features, with

200nm linewidth and different pitches of 600nm and 2000nm, for isolated and nested
features respectively. Aerial image threshold is adjusted so that under defocus of-0.2 pm
the aerial image CD is equal to the mask CD of 200 nm for isolated line. For nested lines,

the image threshold is set separately to facilitate the analysis. As an example, figures 5-2
to 5-7 show how CD varies with individual Zemikes Zi to Z36 for isolated lines (a) and (b)
dense lines.
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Simulated CD sensitivity to Z1-Z6 for isolated feature
under defocus -O.Sum
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Figure 5-2 Simulated CD sensitivity to Zi-Ze for isolated and dense unes

Simulated CD sensitivity to Z7-Z12 for Isolated feature
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Simulated CD sensitivity to Z7-Z12 for dense feature
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Figure 5-3 Simulated CD sensitivity to Z7-Z12 for isolated and dense lines
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Figure 5-4 Simulated CD sensitivityto ZiyZu for isolated and dense lines
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Figure 5-5 Simulated CD sensitivity to Z19-Z24 for isolated and dense lines
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Figure 5-6 Simulated CD sensitivity to Z25-Z30 for isolated and dense lines

Simulated CD sensitivity to Z31-Z36 for isolated feature
under defocus -0.3um
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Figure 5-7 Simulated CD sensitivity to Z31-Z36 for isolated and dense lines

It can be seen that some aberration terms have a strong influence on the CD change and it
is almost linear over the -0.05X to 0.05A. range for isolated features as well as dense
features under non-zero defocus settings. So the linear assumption in equation (5-1) is
valid when lens aberrations are small, which is the case for most 248 nm systems. If exact

zero aberration is used in simulation, the sensitivity curves will have a dip around zero for
most Zemikes. This discontinuity at zero is a simulation artifact. Prolith uses different

algorithms in simulation depending on whether aberrations are specified. Applying a very
small value of aberration instead of exact zero can bypass this problem. The aberration

range in figure 5-2 to figure 5-7 is fi"om -0.0501A. to 0.0499X- in steps of O.OIX,. For all
aberration terms, the slope of sensitivity curves for dense features are generally smaller
than isolated features. This suggests that dense lines are less sensitive to lens aberration in
terms of linewidth variation.

Figure 5-8 shows the simulated CD sensitivity of isolated lines to Zg spherical under
different defocus settings. Apparently, all the aberration sensitivity factors are different
for each different defocus and exposure dose. A careful calibration of image intensity
threshold and resist parameters is important for this analysis.
Simulated CD sensitivity of isolated line to Z8 spherical
under different defocus settings

—DF-0.3
-•-DF-0.2
DF-0.1

-y—DFO.O

Z8 spherical in waves

Figure 5-8 Simulated CD sensitivityof isolated line to Zg spherical under different defocus

It has been found that some aberration components have a very small impact on linewidth

under a large range of focus-exposure settings. Those components that have a strong
influence are almost linear over the practical lens aberration range. From the simulation,
odd terms and eventerms do not present a dramaticdifference in CD influence.

Table 5-1 lists the CD variation range when Zemike changes within ±0.05X,. The entries
of the table are the linewidth variation range in nm.

Table5-1CD variatioii range in nm for individualZemikes changingwithin dD.OSA.
z,

Z3

Z4

Zs

Z6

Z7

Zs

z,

Z|0

z„

Z12

00

isolated

0.01

0.00

13.24 N 6.55

0.30

0.22

0.06

32.97

0.04

0.06

15.21

1.86

dense

0.01

0.00

4.39

2.18

0.08

0.01

0.01

9.78

0.01

0.01

4.27

0.44

Z,3

Zi4

Zi5

Z,6

Zi7

Z18

Zi9

Z20

Z2,

Z22

Z23

Z24

isolated

2.07

0.65

50.36

0.41

0.01

0.40

0.60

20.05

4.31

6.39

2.18

49.24

dense

0.05

0.08

11.32

0.47

0.01

0.02

0.06

3.59

0.80

0.08

0.21

6.54

Z 25 Z26

Z 27

isolated

0.00

0.00

1.53

dense

0.00

0.00

1,73

Z 29

Z 3 0 Z 3 1 Z 3 2 Z 33

0.15

1.31

1.82

17.40

6.41

0.09

0.07

0.09

0.45

0.74

Z34

Z 35

Z 3 6

10.12

3.92

33.76

19.46

0.03

0.25

1.20

7.91
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Among all first 36 Zemikes studied, the following terms have large (greater than lOnm)
infiuence on linewidth variations.

Table 5-2 Zernike terms of high sensitivity with CD variation range larger than 10 nm within ±0.05A.

Z3

2p^-l

Zs

6p''-6pVl

z„

(4p^-3) p^cos20

Zl5

20p'-30p''+12p^-l

Z20

(15p''-20p^+6) p^cos2e

Z24

70p'-140p''+90p''-20p^+l

Z3I

(56p*-105p''+60p^-10) p^cos20

Z33

(126p''-280p'+210p''-60p^+5) pcos0

Z35

252p'"'-630p'+560p'-210p^+30p^-l

Z36

924p'^-2772p"'+3150p'-1680p''+420p''-42p^+l

These highly sensitive Zemike terms must be carefiilly balanced and kept small in lens
design. For those terms with CD variation range less than 5nm in table 5-2, the extraction

method explained above may not be able to capture them, considering the metrology error
and resist model uncertainty. 5nm variation range for isolated line would be an

approximate criterionto chooseZemike terms that can be extracted by this method.
The coefficients selected by this criterion can be extracted using the method explained
above, while the rest of the coefficients, since they do not influence CD, are simply

regarded as zero. This simplification is not important since our main purpose is to
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characterize the influence of lens aberration on AFLV. With a reduced number of

unknowns, equation (5-2) becomes an over-determined system and least square fitting is
used to calculate the Zemikes. Furthermore, equation (5-2) can be expanded at the

initially extracted Zemikes instead of zero. Thus, non-linear optimization can be
employed for the best fit.

Some aberration terms are strongly rotationally asymmetric, such as Z4 90° astigmatism,
Z7 y-coma. Theirimpact on printed feature is dependent on the orientation of the features.
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Figure 5-9 Relation ofaberration orientation and pattern orientation (an example of90®
astigmatism)

Figure 5-9 is the simulated aerial image of horizontal and vertical 5-bar structures under
0.05X 90° astigmatism. The saddle shape of the intensity distribution is apparent for

horizontal lines; vertical lines do not show this shape. 45° astigmatism (Z5) shows equal

impact on vertical line and horizontal line since the orientation ofZ5 is diagonal.
As an example, the extracted Zemike coefficients are illustrated infigure 5-10 to figure 511, and are shown as the field map for 19x24 positions. These values are the amplitudes
of the corresponding fimction of the Zermke terms. Figure 5-12 shows aberrated
wavefront across the exit pupil for two points at field center and field edge respectively
using extracted Petzval, astigmatism, spherical aberrations and Zu. An optimized choice
of the combination of Zemike terms of interest should be considered for accurate
extraction.

Wenote that the field map of extracted Zemikes is quite noisy. Data at many field points
exceeds the reasonable level of state-of-art exposure tools, which is typically within

±0.02X. The obtained results do not capture the reality of aberration level of the
equipment under study.
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5.4 Error Analysis of the Extraction Method
There are four factors contributing to the error in extracted Zemikes using this method.
The first error source is the lack of an accurate resist model. This method relies on

extensive aerial image and resists simxilation. All the sensitivity factors under different

process settings and CD value in dif&action-limited condition are obtained fi'om
simulation. The reliability of resist model is the key to ensure the correctness of these
data. The resist model provided by resist vendor is not accurate enough to fit the

experiments. In section 5.7, multi-dimensional optimization technique to extract resist
model parameters is introduced.
The second error factor is the measurement deviations. The mask measurement using

optical tool can be assumed with fairly good quality. However the electrical test used to
measure wafer CD still has uncertainty. There are several issues affecting the e-test

results. One is the Joule heating of the test structure when the measurement current is

high. This has been addressed by usinghigh-resolution source/monitor unit. Another issue
is the contact between the probe and the pad of the test structure. The mechanical portion
of the e-test setup is rather old. The contact is controlled manually. The e-test structure

uses single layer of poly with thickness of about 200 nm. It is possible to scratch through

with the probe or in other cases the pad is not touched properly. Figure 5-13 shows the
CD field map of FEM wafer with focus -0.1 pm and exposure dose 21 nJ/cm2 on

focus/exposure matrix wafer. This plot has already filtered out 18 outliers with reading
larger than 230nm and one point less than 210 nm. Since there is no average step in FEM
wafer to filter out measurement noise, as has been done in uniform wafer shown in figure

4-15b, the measurement error will propagate into the noise of extracted Zemikes.
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0

0

Figure 5-13 CD field map measured using electrical testfor chipcorresponding to focus -0.1 um and
exposure 21 mJ on FEM wafer

The third source that causes the error in extracted aberrations is the etching bias. The

resist pattern is more directly related to optics. However, since e-test is only applicable to
poly pattern, a precise characterization of the relation of resist CD and poly CD is
required. Generally, a simple '*bias" cannot accurately model the relation between resist
CD and poly CD. It is the shape of resist pattern thatdetermines the final polyCD. Figure
5-14 illustrates the relation of poly CD (FX) and resist CD, measured from umform wafer
at different locations.

value is only 0.49 with the average bias of lOnm and standard

deviation ofbias (la) 3nm.
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etching bias and noise
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Figure 5-14 Etching bias and noise measured from uniform wafer

The last error source is the algorithm itself. It is a convenient choice to use least square

fitting to numerically solve Zemike terms. If the system is ill-conditioned or even rankdeficient, least square fitting will give unstable results. However other methods, such as
QR decomposition or singular value decomposition, may be of use, even if they come at
considerable computational cost. This issue is addressed in section 5.8. A best
combination of extractable Zemikes is the key to ensure the condition number of the

linear system to be sufficiently small. Some even term Zemikes, such as defocus and

spherical, have parabolic instead of linear dependency to linewidth when nominal defocus
is small, so the linearization assumption will cause instability of the extracted results. In
addition to linear terms, an expansion with high order terms would increase the

performance of this method. Furthermore, the underlying physical compounding among
different Zemikes is not taken into account. The additive model as expressed in equation

(5-1) may have large error if interaction between Zemikes is not negligible. Another

possible improvement is to take into account the orientation dependency of certain

Zemikes. It is a better approach to design patterns with different orientations and pitches
to enhance the response of these Zemike terms.

The following analysis assumes that the third factor (etch bias) and the fourth factor
(algorithm error) are not very significant. Then the only sources of extraction error are
metrology uncertainty and simulation deviation.

The newly upgraded autoprobe station at the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory has
linewidth measurement precision of about 0.3nm and the simulation error is less than
8nm. From equation (5-2), without iterated optimization, calculated Zemikes are
expressed as

Z = {G'Gy'G(a-p)

(5-3)

where a =WaferCD\^^^ is the measured CD for mdifferent focus/exposure settings;

P =CD^ (Z = 0)|

is the simulated CD firom aperfect lens.
dCD

dCD

az,

dZ,

(I)

(5-4)

G =

dCD

dCD

az,

az.

is the sensitivity factor matrix of individual aberration terms for different focus/exposure
settings.

Thus, i^ Zemike coefficient is

Z, =4(a-^)

(5-5)
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where A = {G'G) ' G.
The error associated with the extracted coefScients is

SZ, =5AXS-^) +A, (SS - 5p)

(5-6)

The expected value of the squared error is thus

EiSZ') =idc-^yEi&i,'S4,)(a-^) +4£[(<5a - 5^)(SS - S^)']A,'=(0.03 U)'
(5-7)
where

var(a,-;8,)

0

E[i5a - 8P){5a - SP)'] =

0
0

= 65/

(5-8)

var(a„-^„)

and E{SA.' 54.) «1.18 X10"^/ from a Monte Carlo run.

Therefore, the average error of the extracted Zemike coefficients is about 0.031

wavelengths, and that, unfortunately, is almost as large as the values that we are trying to
extract. If the etching bias and algorithm error are taken into account, the estimated error

will be larger than this number. Still, this method might hold considerable promise if one
can use high-end scatterometry for measuring resist profiles, and if much more accurate
simulation models may be obtained. We examine this hypothesis next by performing a
simulation-based study.
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5.5 Simulation Based Verification of the Extraction Method
As discussed in theprevious section, there arefour major sources contributing to the error
in extracted Zemikes. It is meaningful to evaluate the algorithm itself by ignoring the

effect from resist modeling and etching noise. In this section, a simulation-based
verification is conducted by generating artificial data sets and by extracting the
aberrations.

We still focus on the first 4 sensitive aberration terms Z3, Z4, Zg and Zn. An artificial data

set with 100 data points is randomly generated. Ateach data point, theaberration level for
these four Zemike terms is within ±0.02A.. The aerial image CD is then simulated at all

these 100 data points and at four different defocus conditions and partial coherences. The
mask pattern is a one-dimensional isolated line withlinewidth 200 nm and pitch 2000nm.
Ideally it is helpful to include features with different orientations. However Prolith is not

able to specify the orientation of one-dimensional line/space patterns. The constrains of
2D simulation are that the speed is slow andthat there is no function to automatically read

out simulated output. The aerial image threshold is set at 0.37 so that at condition of
defocus -0.2|Lim and zero aberration, the aerial image CD is equal to target 200nm. Then a
normal distributed noise with standard deviation of 3 nm is added to these 400 calculated

CD points to simulate metrology error. Based on this generated CD points, the extracting
method is used to calculate the four aberration terms at the 100 points.

Figure 5-15 shows the comparison of extracted aberration versus the valuepreviously set.
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Figure 5-15 Simulation based verification of Zemike extraction method
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The simulation results show that the extracted Zemikes agree with the pre-generated

value well but still have relatively large error. One sigma 3mn metrology error is
estimated from standard deviation value of poly CD bias versus resist CD(figure 5-14). If

resist CD, instead of poly CD, is measured directly using scatterometry and if we assume

the metrology error of scatterometry is less than 3 nm, this method should give a better

performance. However, a data set with reduced metrology error of 1-sigma of O.Snm does
not improve the extraction accuracy significantly. This suggests that other factors may

play important roles in limiting the performance of this method. These factors include
choice of combination of Zemike terms and high order approximation as well as accuracy
of simulation software. Furthermore, this analysis is conducted by assuming a linear

relationship between the Zemikes and the CD, and without iterating in order to capture
the non-linearities. If we use iteration around the Taylor expansion terms at the

intermediately generated value and apply more advanced techniques, such as singular
value decomposition, to solve the linear systems, we can anticipate better extraction
results.

5.6 Improvement Using Scatterometry Metrology
Scatterometry is the proven technology to measure profile of thin film of various
materials. Similar to equation (5-1), we can model the profile of test pattem as the
fimction of Zemikes as follows.
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X,(FE"') =X°(FE"')+Z,x^(FE"')+Z,x^(F£"')+...+Z„x^(F£"')
uZ^

(jZ^

(jZ^j

dX.
BX,
dX
Z,(F£"") =^,°(F£'=') +Z, x-^(F£"")+Z,
x-^(F£'"')+...+Z„
x^(F£"')(5_9)
7)Y

r)y

r)y

dZ.

dZ,

az.

Y(FE"") =Y''(FE"") +Z,x^(FE^'")+Z,x—(.FE^"')+...+Z„Xr^iFE'"')
where Xi, Xz...Y are the profile parameters shown in figure 5-16.

Figure 5-16 Extracting aberration by measuring profile of resist pattern

Since a full profile gives more information about the optics compared to only linewidth,
more aberration terms could be extracted. Using scatterometry will improve the

metrology uncertainty, the second error source in section 5.4. It will also get rid of the
problem of the etching bias, the third error source, since we can directly measure
photoresist profile. However, the availability of an accurate resist model is still a critical
issue that must be resolved before this method can be fully tested.
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5.7 Resist Parameter Optimization
As described in section 5.4, the accuracy of the lens aberration extraction technique is

dependent on the accuracy of the resist model parameters. Due to the complexity of
mechanisms in DUV resist and in extracting parameters for their models, the models

provided by photoresist vendors are almost always far off from the real values. The two
sets of resist parameters available from the resist manufacturer used for either dense or

semi-dense patterns usually cannot be directly applied to an arbitrary resist pattern.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to obtain the resist model for the specific pattern used in

the experiment with reasonable accuracy, in order to assure the correctness of extracted
lens aberration coefficients.

CD

Target function to

Lithography

be minimized

simulator

Updated resist

Input resist

parameters

parameters

Optimization engine

Figure 5-17 Resist parameter optimizatioii

Figure 5-17 depicts the optimization loop. The electrically measured CD data for the
central site of each die on the focus-exposure matrix wafer is used for optimizing the

UVllO resist parameters. The objective function is defined as the sum of the squared
errors ofpoly CD versus simulated CD for the current resist parameters.
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SSE{a,byC,,.) —
^^measuredCD{F,E)-simulatedCD{F^E^^^jj^j^ (5-10)
F,E

Here, a, b, c,... are the parameters need to be optimized and F, E are focus and exposure
dose, respectively.

Alternatively, photoresist CD measured by SEM may be used for the extraction.
However, several factors need to be taken into account in order to choose resist CD data

for optimization. First, photoresist CD is seemingly more directly related to the optics

than poly CD due to the influence of etching bias during polysilicon patterning. On the
other hand, however, since the data used in extracting aberration coefficients is from

electrically measured poly CD and this data is used in simulations to calculate the
sensitivity factor of CD on each individual Zemike term, it is more appropriate to use

poly CD instead of resist CD. In this way the effect of etching bias is factored in to

extracted resist parameters and will be more or less cancelled out in extracted lens
aberration data. Secondly, the repeatability of SEM measurements is not as good as that
of electrical measurements, as mentioned in the previous chapter. This will negatively
affect the accuracy of the final results.

The following section introduces simplex method, a multi-dimensional optimization
algorithm, which form the basis ofthe above optimization engine.

5.7.1 Optimization Using Downhill Simplex Method
Optimization techniques play an important role in various fields of science and
engineering by maximizing or minimizing an object function subject to constraint

conditions. It is the art of allocating limited resources for the best possible effect, or
finding the very best condition or setting, which yields the most satisfying performance or
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results. Multidimensional optimization is the technique of finding the minimum or

maximum of a fimction with more than one independent variable [5.22]. For example,

several dozen parameter values define the resist characteristics. The simplex method is
one of the first practical, large-scale optimization techniques. It is "a systematic procedure

for generating and testing candidate vertex solution" [5.23]. Its advantage is that the
method can be utilized in large-scale, multi-dimensional systems without computing the

derivative of the object fimction, which may save a lot of execution time. The method
selects the best choice at every iteration step without using information firom previous or
future iterations. This is also a very attractive property in terms of memory space when

the problem involves large amounts of data. The disadvantage is that the simplex method
usually requires evaluating the object function many times and may increase

computational cost for some cases as compared to other multidimensional optimization
methods.

The algorithm begins at an initial guess of the solution set. At each iteration step, the

simplex method chooses the point that will have the largest possible update towards the
best solution. This point replaces one of the worst comers, thus moving the interim
solution closer to its final solution.

If the optimization problem has N independent variables (N dimensional problem), the
simplex is defined as a geometrical object consisting of N+1 points connected to each
other.
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(b) reflection

(a) Initial state of
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(c) reflection and expansion
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(d) contraction

Figure 5-18 Geometrical illustration of downhillsimplex algorithm
(after ref [22])

To visualize the structure of a simplex and how it evolves as it iterates towards

convergence, let us assume a three-dimensional case, as illustrated in the figure 5-18.
At the starting step, the simplex method needs as input an initial guess of the solution.
This of course will affect the final result and convergence time. If the initial guess is close
to a local minimum, the method is likely to trap into it. Therefore, a good initial guess

inputis critical for the performance of the algorithm. Instead of just a singlestarting point,
the simplex method requires input of N+1 points. This is N+1 sets of N dimension data,
an (N+l)xN matrix. Then the method takes a series of steps to transform the shape and
position of the simplex until certain termination criteria have been met, at which point the
final solution has been located. The most common step is called reflection, in which the

object function is computed at all N+1 simplex comers and the worst point is replaced by
its image point with respect to the surface consists of the remaining N points, as shown in

figure 5-18(b). When this is done, the method further expands or contracts the simplex in
either direction at a different scale. If a situation occxjts in which reflection and

contraction about different surfaces does not lead to a large function change, the

algorithm pulls the simplex towards its best point along all dimensions.

Four ending criteria of the iteration should be used selectively. The first criterion is that

the update to the object function is smaller than a predefinedvalue. The optimization loop
can also be stopped when the change in any input dimension is small enough, when the
volume enclosed by simplex is small, or when a maximum number of cycles has been
reached.
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Table 5-3 Downhill Simplex Algorithm

Basic Downhill SimplexMethod Algorithm [5.24]
Begin
Initialize Simplex
Repeat

Compute f_obj(simplex)

rtol = fractional range from highest point to lowest point
nfrmk ++ /* iteration cycle */

reflect simplex from the high point

extrapolate by factor a through the face of simplex from thehighpoint
if (f_obj(new point)< f_obj(old point) then
extrapolate by factor b
else

extraction

if (f_obj(contractedpoint) > f_obj(original) then
all dimensional contraction
endif
endif

Until (rtol < ftol) || (nfiink > NMAX)
End

Figure 5-19 depicts the comparison of simulated CD using optimized resist ABC
parameters with poly CD under various focus and exposure conditions. The optimization
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assumes a reasonably good initial guess to have relatively fast convergence, since aerial
image simulation is computationally expensive. The results agree fairly well with
measured poly CD for the entire focus-exposure range. However, it should be noted that
the simplex method does not perform satisfactorily when the initial guess is too far away
from the optimal value.
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Figure 5-19Comparison of simulated CD using optimizedresist parameters with
poly CD under various focus and exposure conditions

5.8 Discussion on Issues in Solving the Linear System
As introduced in previous sections, the basic premise of this method is to linearize the
linewidth as the function of individual aberration terms under different exposure

conditions, and to solve the resulting linear system. Since some aberration terms have a

very small impact on linewidth of printed pattern, they should notbe included into the set
of Zemike terms to be extracted. Otherwise, the condition number of the matrix of

sensitivity factors will be too large. This will lead to a large numerical error in calculated
Zemike coefficients, because small errors (perturbations) in the measurement data will

cause a dramatic change in the results. Another problem is that the vectors of sensitivity
factors for two different Zemike terms under various exposure settings may be linearly

dependent or nearly dependent on each other. If this is the case, the matrix is rank
deficient or close to rank deficient. There may be no unique solution even for an over-

determined system with an exact rank less than the number of unknowns. However, it is

ideally desirable to extract as many Zemike terms as possible using printed pattems.
Some aberration coefficients may have a strong effect on image distortion or position

shift, but a relatively small influence on linewidth only. Here the question arises of

studying thebest possible combination of Zemike terms and the best choice of experiment
settings (the focus-exposure matrix selection in this case), so that a balance can be
achieved among inherent algorithm error, measurement error, resist modeling error and
largest set of extractable lens aberration coefficients.

The following discussion assumes that the above best selection of Zemike terms and
experiment conditions are determined. We only focus on the issues in solving the linear
equation system.

Given m-by-n sensitivity factor matrix
dCD

dCD

3Z,

re'"

dZ
^
n

(5-11)

G =

dCD

dCD

dZ,

9^.

F£'
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and m-by-1 vector b=a-P =JVaferCD\^ -CD„(Z =0)|, we want to find the best

Zby minimising the objective function ||gZ—6|^. If m>n, this means that we have
more equations than unknowns. In that case, thelinear system is over-determined.
There are three explicit solutions for this linear least squares problem. The simplest one is

the normal equation, which is used in the previous section for extraction. It is the fastest
but least accurate. This solution is expressed as

Z = (G'Gy'G\a-p)

(5-12)

This method is adequate when we are only interested in a small number of Zemike
coefficients with large sensitivity factors. Since the conditionnumber of G is small in this
case, the normal equation is a convenient choice with the advantage of the least

computational cost, which is especially attractive when the required aerial image
calculation is numerically intensive.

The second method is QR decomposition, which may require up to twice the cost of the

normal equation method but with improved accuracy. As with the normal equation
method, QR decomposition requires that G is a full rank matrix, rank{G) = n. Then G is

decomposed as QR, where gis m-by-n orthogonal matrix (Q'Q = I„) and Ris n-by-n
upper triangular matrix. The solution of this linear least square problem is then expressed
as.
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Z = (G'G)-'G'(a-)3)
^{R'QQRY'RQidt-p)
= {R'Ry'R:Q\a-P)

(5-13)

= R-\RT'R'Q:{pi-P)
= R-'Q\di-P)
The last method is singular value decomposition (SVD). It is more commonly used for
general cases in which G is possibly ill-conditioned or even rank deficient. SVD requires
several times more computational cost but achieves best accuracy when compared to the
first two methods.

SVD is defined as G = GSF', where Uis m-by-n matrix satisfying U^U = I, F is nby-n matrix satisfying F'F = /, and Eis diagonal matrix diag(si, S2,.--» Sn) with si>
S2>...>Sn>0 are called singular values. If the over-determined system has full rank n, and
the QR decomposition andsingular value decomposition of G are

G = QR = GEF' respectively, then the so-called Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix

of Gis expressed as G* = (G'G)~'G'= i? ^^'=FE ^JJ\ The solution of this overdetermined full rank linear least squares problem is simply Z = G^{CC —p).

If Gis possibly rank deficient, the solution is still the same, Z = G*{(X —p), but
G" = FE^G', where E" =

E.

0

0

0

and G=[t7,'^2.

^ »Fj]is exactly singular

and E, is r-by-r nonsingular matrix (r < n).
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As mentioned above, if Zemike terms and exposure settings are selected so that the

sensitivity factor matrix G is well-conditioned, the normal equation method is a natural
choicegiven its high speed, but is potentiallyunstable. If G is not well-conditioned but is
far from rank deficient, QR decomposition may be used with better accuracy. If G is close

to rank deficient, singular value decomposition should be chosen, although it will result in
a higher computational cost. In summary, the tradeoff between reliability and speed lies
not only in choosing the method of solving linear least squares equations, but also in
choosing best combination of unknown terms and experimental conditions.

5.9 Summary
Lens aberration is believed to be one of the most important xmderlying physical causes

leading to systematic spatial variation and thus limiting the lithography performance. This
chapter introduces a simple method to measure full-field Zemike aberrations using

conventional printed linewidth pattem. The essence of this technique is the surface
representation of the linewidth and aberration levels. The coefficients of sensitivity
factors in linear expansion are obtained from simulation. The linear expansion can be
conducted at different process settings to obtain more equations to solve multiple
unknowns. A careful selection of the combination of Zemike terms and process

conditions is the key to avoid degenerate case or ill-condition situations. This method is

tested by experiment and simulation. The results from experiment are not satisfactory due
to the fact that they are dominated by various noise sources, including metrology error,

resist modeling, etching biasing, algorithm error, and other error factors. The simulation
results show a best correlation of 0.5 when 3 nm noise is applied.

This method might be improved if use scatterometry to measure the full profile of the
resist pattem instead of linewidth only. The partial coherence should be set to a small
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value to enhance the sensitivity of aberrations. Different pattern orientations should be
considered to obtain information of certain aberration terms that are orientation specific.

In addition to first-order additive linearexpansion in modeling, higherorderor interaction
terms could be included in order to consider high order effects. Finally, advanced

optimization techniques, such as singular value decomposition, are potentially helpful to
improvethe stability of extractedresults.

In summary, this technique has the advantages of high speed and low cost but has
limitations in its reliance on a precise resist model and insensitivity to certain aberration
terms. Various issues which affect the performance of this method and future

improvement are discussed. Even though this method holds considerable promise, its
application is limited by thepresent day lithography error andsimulation accuracy.
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Chapter 6
Compact Formiilatioii of Mask Error Factor
for Critical Dimension Control

This chapter introduces a rigorous theoretical formulation of the mask error factor. The
results are compared with experiments as well as simulations and a good match has been
found. This work provides an insight into the cause of the MEF and it is helpful to find
its dependency on process settings in order to effectively control critical dimension
variation in photolithography.

6.1 Introduction

A significant component of systematic within-field critical dimension (CD) variation is

contributed by mask errors. As the kl factor becomes smaller, the photomask gradually
loses control of the image [6.1][6.2][6.3]. When that happens, the sensitivity of the

image transfer mechanism is such that any deviations of the mask pattern are magmfied
by a factor known as the Mask Error Factor (MEF) before they reach the wafer plane.
The mask error factor is defined as the ratio of wafer CD deviation over de-magmfied
mask CD deviation.

The MEF largerthanunity is caused by degradation of image integrity when feature size
decreases. Nonlinearity in both the imaging system and resist response exacerbates CD
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error on the mask. This effect increases CD variation and makes CD control a more

difficult challenge.

Several theoretical and experimental works have been reported to study the effects of
mask error factor as well as its relation with processing conditions [6.4-6.7]. Although

this knowledge is helpful in understanding its implications in process control, the
theoretical physical cause, coupled to a rigorous formulation of the mask error factor are
still lacking. Such a formulation in particular will be very useful in quantifying the
dependence of the mask error factor on process conditions, and in ultimately controlling
it. Furthermore, they are potentially useful in improving the efficiency and accuracy of
optical proximity correction rule generation. Finally, since lens aberrations and mask
errors exist simultaneously, the actual linewidth variation is the result of the interaction
of these two causes. Therefore, theoretical understanding of mask error factor is

necessary to find the MEF in presence of local lens aberrations.

In summary, a theoretical understanding of the cause of MEF is helpful to control across
field linewidth variation (AFLV). Our analysis gives a coherent theoretical basis and a

straightforward formulation of the MEF. In this way, the optimum process window can
be chosen. This formulation will also provide an understanding of the dependency of
MEF on local lens aberrations.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives the introduction and background.
In section 6.2, the theoretical formulation of MEF is introduced. The experiment and

results are explained in section 6.3. Finally, section 6.4 concludes this subject with a
summary, remarks and suggestion for future work.
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6.2 A Compact Theoretical Analysis of Mask Error Factor
This analysis assumes that the illumination is coherent and we focus on isolated features.

We start by deriving an analytical expression of the aerial image of isolated features
under coherent illumination. The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of an isolated space with
width a is expressed as a sine function.

=

(«-l)

where Ao=Ioa,fx denotes the spatial frequency and h is illumination intensity. Thepupil
function due to limited NA is.
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The electrical field of the aerial image is expressed as the convolution of the inverse
Fourier transform of (6-1) and (6-2).
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substitute (6-7) into (6-4), we obtainthe final aerial image as follows,
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where jc is the coordinate on the image plane; T2 is NA/X., and a is mask CD. As an

example, Figure 6-1 illustrates the calculated aerial image (I=E^(x)) using the above
equation with the first 100 terms. NA is 0.5 and illumination intensity lois unity.

Calculated Aerial Image
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Figure 6-1 Closed form aerial image calculation

Mask error factor is defined as the ratio of wafer CD error over mask CD error, then

MEF =

iSiCDwafer

Ax

(6-9)

^CDmask

where x and a correspond to coordinates of the wafer plane andmask plane respectively.
We then can express the above as

(6-10)

Aa

da! dx
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Slope=
dx

thieshold

= a+Aa

Ax

X

Figure 6-2 niustration mask error factor assuming fixed resist threshold

Figure 6-2 shows the physical meaning of the mask error factor assuming a fixed resist
threshold. The two curves shown are aerial images corresponding to the isolated space

pattem on mask with and without mask error respectively. When resist threshold is
constant, the deviation of CD on wafer depends on the image slope and the deviation of
image intensity at this threshold.

K

dE

da

da

(6-11)

^

Thus

da

dx

MEF =

dx

dx

dE IdE
da! dx
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Using the aerial image expression in (6-3) and (6-4), we can calculate the derivative as,

—=

[sinc(M) + sinc(v)]

(6-12a)

[sinc(M) - sinc(v)]
In ^ ^

(6-12b)

da

dx
where

u = T^(x-¥—)\

v = T^(x ——)

and Xcorresponds to resist threshold.
Then we have

^^^^^sincOfl+s^

(6-13)

2 sinc(M) - sinc(v)
Figure 6-3 shows the calculated MEF using the above equation.
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Figure 6-3 Calculated MEF as function of feature size compared
with simulation and other work

When linewidth a is large, the MEF is approximately equal to unity, and it increases as

line width decreases. Thus mask quality is more important for small features. It can be
seen that the MEF also depends on the resist threshold. Therefore the MEF can be

controlled by adjusting resist threshold and exposure dose. On the other hand, this will
be a limiting factor for process latitude.
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6.3 Experiment and Comparison with Theory and Simulation
The experimental value of the MEF is obtained with the help of direct mask
measurements. The nominal CD is 220 nm. The theoretical MEF calculated using

equation (6-9) is shown in the figure 6-3. Also plotted are the simulated MEF using
Prolith, simulation results by Wong [6.5] and experimental results by Kostas Adam

[6.9]. The closed form MEF matches simulation and Adam's measurements fairly well
in most regions. Adam's results indicate that resist tends to improve the MEF and OPC
feature (scattering bar) also help to reduce MEF of isolated lines by 10%. There is a
relatively large range of experimental MEF. The discrepancy between theory and
experiment is most likely due to resist effects, partial coherence and lens aberrations,
which are not taken into account in theoretical formulation. It suggests that in addition to
lens aberrations and other effects, the mask error factor is another important source

causing within-field linewidth variations.

6.4 Conclusion

A theoretical formulation of the mask error factor is introduced. An analytical

formulation of the MEF is useful to understand its physical cause in order to effectively
control the linewidth variations. It is also potentially helpful to improve the existing

resolution enhancement techniques (OPC). A fairly good match has been found between

the theory and simulations. The experiment shows that lens quality is another important
source of variation besides the mask error. Future work includes comparing theoretical

results and simulation results with experiments, with and without the consideration of
lens aberrations, in order to determine the relative importance of the roles of both the
MEF and lens aberrations in linewidth variations. It would also be meamngful to

intentionally design a relatively large range of errors on a mask to evaluate the theory.
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Future work will also quantify the relation between MEF and process settings, such as
exposure dose.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Thesis Summary
Semiconductor manufacturing has entered the era of extremely fine feature size and

exceedingly complex integrated systems. Today's state-of-art semiconductor fabs are
capable ofprinting 0.09um pattem in mass production. Devices with different gate oxide
thickness, threshold voltages and voltage supplies are now fabricated on the same silicon

to meet the various requirement of digital core, lO part, memory module, and analog/RF
blocks, which together enable the implementation of system-on-chip solutions. As many

as 8 layers of copper metal and low-k dielectric material ease the constraints of
interconnect delay,

and

enable very

complicated systems with

functionality

unimaginable just a few years ago. Another achievement of today's semiconductor
technology is the revival of bipolar technology on SiGe material with its superior

transition time, which enables many high-speed applications including wireless. It is a
difficult task to integrate tens of millions of transistors, resistors, capacitors and
inductors on very different material

onto

the

silicon..

Therefore, advanced

process/equipment control is the key factor enabling the semiconductor foundry to

maintain high production yield in order to succeed in this highly competitive
environment, given the fact of similarity in all basic process modules among different
fabs. A silicon wafer of 0.13iJm process typically goes throu^ 20 lithography steps

ignoring the backend steps such as bond pad and packaging before completion. It is the

lithography that determines the feature size; therefore process control in lithography
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plays themost important role in the entire semiconductor manufacturing process. The kl
factor is pushed to be very small in today's DUV lithography in printing 0.09|im and
beyond using 193nm system. Furthermore, a variety of resolution enhancement

techniques (RET), such as OPC, PSM and off-axis illumination, havebeen routinely put

into application. They have dramatically extended the DUV lithography lifetime while
they have significantly shrunk the process latitude, since all these RET techniques are

highly sensitive to process and equipment conditions. Therefore process control in
lithography is becoming a more and more critical task.

This thesis conducted a systematic characterization of process variability for the purpose

of efficient process control in DUV lithography. Through extensive linewidth
measurement, spatial distribution of CD variation has been captured across the die as
well as across the wafer. It has been foimd that within field variation is a major variation

component, consuming a large portion of error budget. This kind of variation is mainly
deterministic instead of random in nature. Two important sources of within field
variation are found to be reticle error and lens aberrations. This thesis has presented a

new approach to extract the full-field lens aberration signature using printed patterns.

The accuracy of this methodology is analyzed and a precise resist model is foimd to be
the key for the reliability of results obtained using this approach. Mask error
magnification, as another important source of systematic spatial variation, has been
studied theoretically. The rigorous formulation of the mask error factor has been derived
based on closed form aerial image calculation under coherent illumination conditions.

Focus/exposure fluctuation is an important error source for die-to-die spatial variation.
In chapter 3, an automatic focus/exposure control method has been proposed based on
digitized SEM scanusing statistical feature extraction and neural network classification.
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7.2 Future Work

As a widely used metrology tool, CD-SEM is generally used to measure linewidth. The

method presented in chapter 3 of CD-SEM based focus-exposure control can be
extended by further mining of pattem profile information. This can be achieved by

building a one-to-one correspondence between CD-SEM trace and CD-AFM profile for
any given material. Through intelligent data analysis techniques, more process
information will be obtained besides routine CD measurement, without requiring

complicated modeling of the interaction of electron beam with samples.

Scatterometry has been proven to be a cost-effective and high-speed in-situ metrology in
deep sub-micron CD and profile analysis. It has shown the ability of measuring
diffraction gratings using a library search method with a great success. This method can
be utilized to improve the performance of the lens aberration extraction method

proposed in chapter 5. Instead of using only the linewidth, the full profile of printed
pattem can be used to extract Zemike coefficients. The resist profile will contain more
information compared to CD, since certain aberration terms not sensitive to CD variation

will have impact on the pattem shape. Again, this will also depend on accurate resist
modeling and good data analysis techniques in creating an over-determined system with
adequate noise immunity. There is no fundamental limitation in extending this lens
aberration measurement technique into future technology nodes, given the availability of

the metrology for measuring and simulating small features.

The theoretical formulation of the mask error factor helps to understand the underlying
physical cause of this common phenomenon and its negative effect on spatial CD

uniformity. However, a detailed analysis is needed to take into account the influence of
partial coherence. Since it is impractical to formulate MEF in the presence of partial
coherence, a statistical modeling approach can be adopted. Mask error magnification and
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lens aberration exist at the same time in affecting the linewidth variation in lithography.

It is worthy to study the interaction of MEF with local lens aberrations. This knowledge
in turn is helpful to improve the performance of existing OPC technique by including the
impact of lens aberrations.
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Appendix A
List of Symbols
Symbol

Description

p

radius coordinate within the plane of exit pupil

6

angular coordinate within the plane of exit pupil

CR

chiefray

AR

arbitrary ray

S

Gaussian reference sphere

W

aberrated wavefront across exit pupil

Po

point source

Y*

hei^t ofpoint source

0

aberration function

R

radial Zemike polynomial

aimn

Zemike coefficients expressed in circular power series

/, #f, m

non-negative integer in Zemike polynomial

5

Kronecker delta function

Z/, Zz.. .Z„

Zemike coefficients in conventional notation

Sr

Strehl ratio
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MEF

mask error factor

U

normalized orthogonal vector in calculating principal component

M

number ofthe dimension ofthe space spanned by principal components

N

dimension of original input data

X

matrix of input data consisting ofNd dimensional vectors

X'

vector ofmean value of matrix X

U\

/th normalized eigenvector of the covariance matrix associated
with the z'th largest eigenvalue

D

diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues as elements

ei

i*^ eigenvalue

P

principal component

G^

across wafer CD variance

gIj.

across field CD variance

/

index of the feature within a die

k

index of the die within a wafer

//

total number of each individual feature within a die

N

total number of die within a wafer

CD.f

average value of all dies for the feature of the same position

aw

within the die
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CD*

average value of all features for the

die

X, y

wafer plane coordinates

F

defocus distance from the center of focus

E

exposure dose

CD(FEP^)

measured linewidth resulting from the

CDo{FEf^^)

simulated linewidth without lens aberration under the

focus-exposure setting

focus-

exposure setting
3CD

dZi

linewidth sensitivity factor with respect to the

coefficient under the

Zemike

focus-exposure setting

(•)'

matrix transpose

(•)'^

matrix inverse

a

vector of measured wafer CD; the number of vector elements is

equal to the number of dies on the FEM wafer

P

vector ofsimulated CD under zero aberrations

G

matrix of CD sensitivity factors

A

derived matrix from matrix G

E(')

expected value

VAR()

variance

5(')

error
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unit matrix

/

bf c

resist parameters

SSE

sum square error

Hi

least square fitting residual

Q

orthogonal matrix in QR decomposition

R

uppertriangular matrix in QR decomposition

u

left orthogonal matrix in singular value decomposition

V

rightorthogonal matrix in singular valuedecomposition

diag(')

diagonal matrix with diagonal elements contained in vector•

I

diagonal matrix in singularvalue decomposition

Sj, S2f; s„

singular values

G'

Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix

K1

Theratio of minimum printable feature size divided by A,/NA

El

diffraction pattem on exit pupil

fx

spatial frequency

E2

pupil function

NA

numerical aperture

X

Wavelength

lo

illumination intensity
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E(x)

electrical field of aerial image

ACDwafer

Wafer CD error

ACDmask

mask CD error

/

aerial image intensity

Tz

NA/X
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Appendix B-1
VB source code for UVllO parameter extraction
using Downhill Simplex method
**************************************************************

This program extracts the resist parameters (UVllO)
from measured focus-exposure-matrix data

using Simplex method, a mutidimentional optimization algorithm
**************************************************************

global prolith objects to be used in this VB module
Dim ProlithApp As Prolith.Application
Dim ProDoc As Prolith.Document

Dim ProSimEng As Prolith.SimEngine
Dim ProlithWasRunning As Boolean
Const CDm = 216.3

'Mask CD

Dim F As Double

'Focus

Dim E As Double

'Exposure dose

•matlab object
Dim MatLab As Object
Dim Result As String
Dim MImagO As Double

Dim FECDvbOO, 2) As Double

'FEM data

Dim WaferCD(30) As Double

'CD column of above FEM data

'Excel objects

Dim xlApp As Excel.Application
Dim xlbook As Excel .Workbook

Dim xlsheet As Excel.Worksheet

I****************************************************

'Function_Calculate SSE
'The function to be minimized

'It is defined as sum square error of measured CD
'against simulated CD under current resist parameters
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I****************************************************

Public

Function

SSE(A As

Double,

B

As

Double,

C

As

Double)

As

Double

Dim FE As Integer
SSE =

0

ProSimEng.Setlnput(29117,
ProSimEng.SetInput(29118,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29119,

0) = A
0) = B
0) = C

For FE = 0 To 30 Step 1
F = FECDvb(FE, 0)
E = FECDvb(FE, 1)
WaferCD(FE) = FECDvb(FE,

ProSimEng.Setlnput(29101,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29102,

'0.03
'0.18
'0.11

2)

0) = E
0) = F

'exposure dose
'focus

ProSimEng.SingleRun
SimulatedCD = ProSimEng.GetOutput(8, -1)
SSE = SSE +
Next

(SimulatedCD - WaferCD(FE))

'resist CD
2

FE

xlsheet.Cells(jjj, 8) = jjj
Close 1

End Function

* **********************************************************

Function_amotry extrapolate by a factor fac thru
the face of simplex across the high point, if the
new point is better, replace the high point w/ the new one
**********************************************************

Public Function amotry(p() As Double,
Double, ndim As Integer, ihi

y()

As

Double,

psumO

As

As Integer, fac As Double) As Double
Dim j As Integer
Dim f a d As Double
Dim fac2 As Double

Dim ytry As Double
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Dim ptry(3) As Double
fad =

(1# -

fac2

fad

=

For j

fac)
-

/

ndim

fac

= 1 To ndim Step 1

ptry(j) = psum(j) * fad - p(ihi, j) * fac2
Next j

ytry - SSE(ptry(l), ptry{2), ptry{3))
If ytry < y(ihi) Then
y(ihi) = ytry
For j = 1 To ndim Step 1

psum (j) = psum (j ) + ptry (j) - p (ihi, j)
p(ihi, j) = ptry(j)
Next j
End I f

amotry = ytry
Close 1

End Function
I********************************************************

'main program
I********************************************************

Private Sub Form_Load{)

'Variables for simplex algorithm
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

i As Integer
ihi As Integer
ilo As Integer
inhi As Integer
j As Integer
mpts As Integer

index of high point in simplex
low point index
next high point
= ndim + 1

Dim nfunk As Integer
Dim y(4) As Double

'iteration number

Dim p(4,

'simplex

3) As Double

Dim r t o l As Double

'SSE on simplex points

'fractional convergence

Dim sum As Double

Dim swap As Double
Dim ysave As Doiible
Dim ytry As Double
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Dim psum(3) As Double
Const TINY =

0.0000000001

Const ftol =0.1

'fractional convergence tolerance

Const NMAX = 20

'maximum iteration number

'connect to prolith
On Error Resume Next

Set ProlithApp = GetObject(,
I f Err.Number <> 0

"Prolith.Application")

Then

ProlithWasRunning = False
' ' i f not running, launch prolith

Set ProlithApp = CreateObject("Prolith.Application")
ProlithApp. Visible = True
Err.Clear
Else

ProlithWasRunning = True
End I f

Set prolithDoc = ProlithApp.ActiveDocument
Set ProSimEng = prolithDoc.SimulationEngine
'set input parameters
ProSimEng.Setlnput{29100,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29105,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29106,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29139,
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29116,

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

= 540
= 0.57
= 0.6
=248
= 0.258

'resist thickness
'NA
'partial coherence
'wavelength
'Aerial image threshold

•launch Excel

Set xlApp = CreateObject("excel.application")
Set xlbook = xlApp.Workbooks.Add
Set xlsheet = xlbook.Worksheets(1)

xlApp.Visible = True
xlsheet.Cells(1,
xlsheet.Cells(1,
xlsheet.Cells(1,

1)
2)
3)

xlsheet.Cells(1,

10)

=
=
=

"A"
"B"
"C"

=

"rtol"

'read in FEM data

Set MatLab = CreateObject("MatLab.Application")
Result = MatLab.Execute("load C:\haolinl\feSEMcd.txt")
' f i l e exist?

Call MatLab.GetFullMatrix("feSEMcd",

"base", FECDvb, MImag)
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'FECDvb is waferCD file/array, whose format is 3 columns: F E CD

mpts = 4
nfunk =

0

'set initial simplex points
p(l/
p(l/
p(l.
p(2.
P(2,
P(2,
p(3,
P(3,
p(3,
P(4,
P(4,
p(4,

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

=

0.032

•A1

=

0.182

•Bl

=

0.112

•Cl

=

0.031

•A2

0.181

•B2

0.111

•C2

=

0.03

'A3

=

0.18

'B3

=

0.11

'C3

=

0.029

'A4

=

0.179

'B4

=

0.109

'C4

=

1)
2)
3)
1)
2)
3)

•get SSE on initial simplex points
For i

= 1 To 4 Step 1

y(i) = SSE(p(i, 1), p(i, 2), p{i, 3))
Next i

'get PSUM

For j = 1 To 3 Step 1
sum =

0

For i = 1 To 4 Step 1
sum = sum + p(i, j)
Next i

psum(j) = sum
Next j
iii =

1

Do While 1
ilo =

1

'determine highest(worst), next-higest, and lowest(best) points
in the simplex
If yd) > y(2) Then
ihi =
inhi =

1
2

Else
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ihi = 2
inhi = 1
End If

For i = 1 To mpts Step 1
If y(i) <= y{ilo) Then
ilo =

i

End I f

If y(i) > y{ihi) Then
inhi =
ihi =

ihi
i

Elself y(i) > y{inhi) And i
inhi =

<> ihi Then

i

End I f

Next i

rtol = 2 * Abs(y(ihi) - y{ilo))
xlsheet.Cells(iii +1,

10)

/

(Abs (y(ihi))+Abs (y(ilo)) + TINY)

= rtol

'compute the fractional range from highest to lowest and return
if satisfactory
If rtol <

f t o l Then

swap = yd)
yd) = y(ilo)
y(ilo) = swap
For i = 1 To 3 Step 1

swap = pd, i)
pd, i) = p(ilo, i)
pdlo, i) = swap
Next i
Exit Do
End I f

'exit i f maximum number of iteration reached
I f nfunk >= NMAX Then

Exit Do
End I f

iii =

iii +

1

For i = 0 To 3 Step 1
xlsheet.Cells(iii +i, 1) =p(i,
xlsheet.Cells(iii +i, 2) =p(i,
xlsheet.Cells(iii +i, 3) =p(i,

0)
1)
2)

Next i
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nfunk =

nfunk +

'begin a

2

new iteration,

First extrapolate by a

factor -1 thru

the face

'of the simplex across from the high point, reflect the simplex
from the high point

ytry = amotry(p()/ y() / ps\jm(), 3, ihi, -1#)
If ytry <= y(ilo) Then
ytry = amotry{p(), yO , psumO, 3, ihi, 2#)
Elself ytry >= y{inhi) Then
ysave = y(ihi)

ytry = amotry(p(), yO/ psumO / 3, ihi, 0.5)
If ytry >= ysave Then
For i = 1 To mpts Step 1
If i

<> i l o Then

For j

= 1 To 3 Step 1

p(i, j) = 0.5 * {p(i, j) + p(ilo, j))
psum{j) = p(i/ j)
Next j

y{i) = SSE(ps\im(l), ps\jm(2) , psum(3))
End I f

Next i
nfxmk = nfunk +

3

'get PSUM

For j

= 1 To 3 Step 1

sum =

0

For i

= 1 To 4 Step 1

sum -

sum + p(i,

j)

Next i

psum(j) = sum
Next j
End I f
Else

nfunk =

nfunk -

1

End I f

Loop
'Print out the results
'xlsheet.Cells(1, 1) =
'xlsheet.Cells(1, 2) =
'xlsheet.Cells(1, 3) =

"A"

"B"
"C"

For i

= 1 To mpts Step 1
xlsheet.Cells(iii + i / 1)
xlsheet.Cells(iii + 11 2)
xlsheet.Cells(iii + 1 / 3)

= P(i, 0)
= p{i, 1)
= p(i, 2)

Next i
End Sub
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Appendix B-2
VB source code for extracting Petzval, primary

90** astigmatism and primary spherical aberration
•global constant
Const Zinumber =

8

•global prolith objects to be used in this VB module
Dim ProlithApp As Prolith.Application
Dim ProDoc As Prolith.Document

Dim ProSimEng As Prolith.SimEngine
Dim ProlithWasRtmning As Boolean
•matlab object
Dim MatLab As Object
•Excel objects
Dim xlApp As Excel.Application
Dim xlbook As Excel .Workbook
Dim xlsheet As Excel .Worksheet

• the main part of SUBl is function ZiCD; the bottom form_load SUB
•is just for testing this function, the excel_
•objects are just for testing too, delete them when link
Public Function ZiCD{Zinterim()

As Double,

CDm As Double,

stp As

Double, F As Doiible, E As Double, i As Integer) As Do\ible{)
•Zinumber is how mciny Zi to extract (=8)
Dim x(l,

1) As Double

Dim newfile As String
Dim ZemikeVarString As String
Dim zlocal (Zinumber - 1) As Double

ProSimEng.Setlnput(29101, 0) = E
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29102, 0) = F

'7=zinumber -1

•es^osure dose
•focus

Open •'C: \haolinl\ZmFileHead.txt•• For Input As 1
zmf ileheader = StrConv (InputB (LOF (1), 1), vbUnicode)
Set fso = CreateObject( "Scripting, filesystemobject'^)
For indx2 = 0 To Zin\amber -

1
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zlocal{indx2)

= Zinterim(indx2)

Next indx2

For indxl = 0 To 1 Step 1
zlocal(i) = zlocal(i) + indxl * stp
newfile =

zmfileheader

For j = 0 To Zinimber - 1 Step 1
ZernikeVarString = zlocal(j)
newfile = newfile + ZernikeVarString + "

"

'xlsheet.cells(j + 1, 1) = Z(j)
Next j
'add rest 36-Zinuinber Zero's at tail

For j = Zinumber To 35 Step 1
newfile = newfile +

"0

"

Next j
newfile = newfile + Chr(13)

Set

filel

=

+ Chr(lO)

fso.createtextfile("C:\haolinl\ZrnFile.ZRN",

True)

filel.write

(newfile)

filel.Close

ProSiitiEng. AddFileData "C: \haolinl\ZrnFile. ZRN", 0
ProSimEng.SingleRun
x(indxl, 0) = zlocal(i)

X(indxl, 1) = ProSimEng.GetOutput(8, -1)
'xlsheet.cells(Indxl +1, 2) = x(Indxl,

'resist CD
1)

Set file2 = fso.getfile("C: \haolinl\ZmFile.ZRN")
file2.Delete
Next indxl

ZiCD = x()
Close 1

Exit Fxjnction
End Function

Piiblic Function SiinplyCD(CDm As Double, F As Double, E As Double,
Z()

As Double)

As Double

Dim newfile As String
Dim ZernikeVarString As String
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ProSimEng.Setlnput(29101, 0) = E
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29102, 0) = F

'ejqjosure dose
'focus

Open "C:\haolinl\ZmFileHead.txt" For Input As 1

'file

exists?

zmf ileheader = StrConv (Inputs (LOF (1), 1), vbUnicode)
Set fso = CreateObject("Scripting.filesystemobject")
newfile =

zmfileheader

For j = 0 To Zinumber - 1 Step 1
ZemikeVarString = z (j )
newfile = newfile + ZemikeVarString + " «
'xlsheet.cells(j + 1, 1) = Z(j)
Next j
'add rest 36-Zinuinber Zero's at t a i l

For j

= Zinumber To 35 Step 1

newfile = newfile +

"0

"

Next j
newfile = newfile + Chr(13) + Chr(lO)
Set
filel
=
fso.createtextfile( "C;\haolinl\ZmFile.ZRN",
True)
filel.write

(newfile)

filel.Close

ProSimEng.AddFileData "C;\haolinl\ZmFile.ZKN", 0
ProSimEng.SingleRun
SimplyCD = ProSimEng.GetOutput(8, -1) 'arieal image CD
'xlsheet.cells(Indx +1,

2)

= x(Indx,

1)

Set file2 = fso.getfile( "C: \haolinl\ZmFile. ZRN")
file2.Delete
Close 1

End Function

Private Sub Form_Load()
Dim F As Double
Dim E As Double

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

i As Integer
WaferCD(30) As Double
CDo(30) As Double
Zinterim( Zinumber - 1) As Double
ZiCDallZiallFE() As Double

tempZiCDarray () As Double
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Dim FECDvbOO/ 2) As Double
Dim MImag () As Double

Const CDm = 200 'not used in whole program, need to know how to
specify mask CD in Prolith

Const stp = 0.0005 'delta Zi to calculate derivative
'ReDim Zinterim(Zinumber -

1)

''connect to prolith
On Error Resume Next

Set ProlithApp = GetObject(, "Prolith.Application")
I f Err.Number <> 0

Then

ProlithWasRunning = False

' 'if not running, launch prolith

Set ProlithApp = CreateObject("Prolith.Application")
ProlithApp. Visible = True
Err.Clear
Else

ProlithWasRunning = True
End I f

Set prolithDoc = ProlithApp.ActiveDocument
Set ProSimEng = prolithDoc.SimulationEngine
'set input parameters
ProSimEng:Setlnput(29100, 0) = 540
ProSimEng.SetInput{29117,
ProSimEng.SetInput(29118,
ProSimEng.SetInput(29119,

0)
0)
0)

'resist thiclmess

'resist para A
'resist para B
'resist para C

= 0.7115
= 0.22
= 0.0194

'ProSimEng.Setlnput(29101, 0) = 24
'ProSimEng.Setlnput(29102, 0) = -0.2
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29105, 0) = 0.57
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29106, 0) = 0.6
ProSimEng.Setlnput(29139, 0) = 248
'ProSimEng.Setlnput(29116, 0) = 0.258

'exposure dose
'focus
'NA

'partial coherence
' wavelength
'Aerial image threshold

'launch Excel

Set xlApp = CreateObject("excel.application")
Set xlbook = xlApp.Workbooks.Add
Set xlsheet = xlbook.Worksheets (1)

xlApp. Visible = True
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•xlsheet .Cells (1,

1) = ••Zemike"

'xlsheet.Cells(1, 2) =
•Dim zz(35) As Double

"CD"

•Dim zed As Double

•For j = 0 To 35 Step 1
•zz(j) = 0
'Next j
• tempstr =

""

•zed = SimplyCD{200, -0.2, 24,
•

xlsheet.Cells(1,

1)

zz())

= zed

'Textl.Text = tempstr
I**********************************

•Open

"C:\Program

Files\Finle\Prolith\haolin\FECDvb.txt"

Input As 1
' zmfileheader = StrConv(InputB(LOF{l) ,

For i = 0 To Zinumber Zinterim(i) = 0

1 Step 1

For

1), vbUnieode)

'reset Zinterim

Next i

Set MatLab = CreateObjeet ("MatLab.Applieation")
Result

=

MatLab. Exeeute( "load

C:\haolinl\feed.txt")

'file

exist?

Call MatLab.GetFullMatrix("feed",

"base", FECDvb, MImag)

•For ii = 1 To 31 Step 1

'test data tmsfer

from matlab to vb

•xlsheet.Cells(ii, 1) = FECDvb(ii •xlsheet.Cells(ii, 2) = FECDvb(ii •xlsheet.Cells(ii, 3) = FECDvb(ii -

1, 0)
1, 1)
1, 2)

'and load file

•Next i i

ReDim ZiCDallZiallFE(31 * Zinumber * 2 •FECDvb is waferCD file/array,
For FE = 0 To 30 Step 1
F = FECDvb(FE, 0)
E = FECDvb(FE, 1)
WaferCD(FE) = FECDvb(FE,

CDo(FE)

1, 1)

whose format is 3 eolumns: F E CD

2)

= SimplyCD(CDm, F, E, Zinterim())

'transfer to matlab!
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'xlsheet.Cells(1/

1)

= CDo(FE)

'ReDim Preserve ZiCDallZiallFE((FE +1)

* n

* 31 -

1,

1)

ReDim tempZiCDarray(1, 1)
For i

= 0 To Zinumber -

1 Step 1

tempZiCDarray = ZiCD(Zinterim(), CDm, stp, F, E, i)
indx = FE * Zinumber * 2 + i

* 2

' For i i = 1 To 31 Step 1
'xlsheet.Cells(ii, 1) = tempZiCDarray(ii -

1, 0)
'xlsheet.Cells(ii, 2) = tempZiCDarray(ii - 1, 1)

'

Next i i

For j = 0 To 1 Step 1
ZiCDallZiallFE(indx + j,

0) = tempZiCDarray(j, 0)
ZiCDallZiallFE(indx + j, 1) = tempZiCDarray (j, 1)

Next j
Next i
Next FE

'For i i = 1 To 2 Step 1

'xlsheet.Cells(ii, 1) = tempZiCDarray(ii - 1, 0)
' xlsheet.Cells(ii, 2) = tempZiCDarray(ii - 1, 1)
•Next i i
'XXX =

1

For i i = 1 To 496 Step 1
xlsheet.Cells(ii, 1) = ZiCDallZiallFE(ii - 1,

0)
xlsheet.Cells(ii, 2) = ZiCDallZiallFE(ii - 1, 1)

Next i i

Call

MatLab.PutFullMatrix( "all",

"base",

ZiCDallZiallFE,

MImag)

Result

=

MatLab. Execute ("save

C:\haolinl\allZiCD.txt

all

-

ascii")

Call MatLab. PutFullMatrix( "CDo",

"base", CDo, MImag)

Result = MatLab.Execute("save C:\haolinl\CDo.txt CDo -ascii")
End Sub
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